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Preface 
This research report results from work on a research project entitled 
"Evaluation of Detention Basins for Controlling Urban Runoff and 
Sedimentation." The work on which this report is based was supported in 
part by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station and by funds 
provided by the Office of Water Research and Technology, The United 
States Department of the Interior as authorized under the Water 
Resources Act of 1964, Public Law 88-379, as amended. 
ABSTRACT 
Sediment detention basins are a widely used means of controlling 
downstream sediment pollution resulting from stripmining and construc-
tion activities. A mathematical model for describing the sedimentation 
characteristics of detention basins has been developed. This model re-
quires as inputs the inflow hydrograph, inflow sediment graph, sediment 
particle size distribution, detention basin stage-area relationship and 
detention basin stage-discharge relationship. Based on this information 
the model routes the water and sediment through the basin. In this rout-
ing process the outflow sediment concentration graph, the pattern of 
sediment deposition in the basin and the sediment trapping efficiency 
are estimated. Comparison of predicted results with measured sediment 
basin performance indicates the model accurately represents the sedi-
mentation process in detention basins. 
This report details the model, illustrates its use in design, ex-
plains how to process the model on a digital computer and presents a 
program listing of the model. 
Descriptors: Detention basin, sediment, urban hydrology 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1966 the annual cost of damages associated with waterborne 
sediment was estimated to be $262 million (EPA, 1976a). One of the 
major causes of increased sedimentation is the removal of the natural 
vegetative cover of soils. The rate of erosion from construction sites 
and strip mining areas has been estimated as two thousand times that 
from a forest area (EPA, 1973). Loss of storage space in reservoirs 
and an increased emphasis on water quality and pollution control has 
led to much legislation and research on the control of erosion and 
sedimentation. 
Soil erosion from denuded areas occurs due to the detachment 
and transport of soil particles by the energy of wind and water. 
The rate of removal is dependent on the susceptibility of the soil 
particles to detachment and the erosive energy of the wind or water. 
In construction and strip mining areas, therefore, sediment transport 
may be reduced by stabilizing the denuded soil and controlling the 
runoff. 
Erosion due to rainfall is the most frequently encountered 
problem and occurs as either sheet, rill or gully erosion (USDA, 1975). 
Stream channel erosion may also occur. The most frequently used 
1 
2 
onsite sediment control measures are outlined below (EPA, 
1976a): 
1) Soil Stabilization. Stabilization is achieved by the use of 
chemical bonds, mulching, revegetation, stone surfacing or 
the replacement of the original cover with impervious sur-
faces such as roads, pavements and parking lots in urban 
areas. 
2) Runoff Control. Detached particles may be controlled by the 
use of vegetative filters and by terracing and reduction 
of slope steepness. Small sediment pits and ditches are also 
frequently employed. 
3) Site Practices. Construction or mining activities may be 
carefully controlled to disturb a minimum area at any one 
time. Construction activities may also be planned for periods 
of low rainfall and/or quick germination of seeding. 
Onsite sediment control practices are usually not successful 
in removing all sediment from the runoff. Recent legislation in many 
states requires provision of a sediment detention structure downstream 
of mining and construction activities (EPA, 1976). Sediment detention 
basins are small reservoirs designed specifically to trap sediment. 
In urban areas sediment storage is sometimes provided in flood deten-
tion basin so that they may serve the dual purpose of both a flood 
control structure and a sediment basin. 
3 
Current legislation normally specifies a minimum size for the 
basin and limits the sediment concentrations in the effluent. Design 
guidelines are limited and theory on the performance of sediment 
basins is scant. 
Tables 1 and 2 give the basin size requirements for strip 
mining detention basins in several states and the effluent quality 
standards in those states (EPA, 1976). Sediment basin design usually 
requires the use of a riser outlet as the principal spillway. The 
riser may have perforat_ions along part of its length but the desig3 of 
these perforations is very restricted, by state codes, and at present 
they are not designed to provide a specific sediment concentration in 
the effluent. A typical riser design requirement for strip mines in 
Kentucky is shown in Figure 1 (SCS, 1977). 
The purpose of this research was to review the methods that 
have been developed to predict sediment deposition in reservoirs and 
to develop a mathematical model which simulates sedimentation in 
sediment detention basins. The model which has been developed also 
simulates the change in geometry of the basin due to sediment deposi-
tion. The model is not restricted to any specific basin geometry or 
spillway design and may be utilized in the design of any reservoir. 
The performance of the model has been compared on several sediment 
basins studied by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1976). The 
model predicts a performance in close agreement to those observed in 
these sediment basins. The results of this comparison and a study of 
4 
TABLE 1 
DESIGN STORAGE CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS 
State 
SCS (Maryland) 
Kentucky 
Pennsylvania 
West Virginia 
Requirement 
Site should be selected to provide adequate stor-
age for not less than 0.5 in. per acre of drainage 
area. 
Volume for trap efficiency calculations shall be 
the volume below the emergency spillway crest or 
pipe spillway crest if there is no emergency spill-
way. 
Sediment pool shall have a minimum capacity (from 
the lowest elevation in the reservoir of the crest 
of the principal spillway) of 0.2 acre-ft per acre 
of disturbed area in the watershed. 
The disturbed area includes all land affected by 
previous operations that are not presently stabi-
lized and all land that will be affected throughout 
the life of the structure. 
v (AIC) + (AIC/3) 
V volume in cu ft 
A maximum area draining to the pit in sq ft 
I= rainfall (in.) per 24 hr detention time (hr) 
C constant=% of rainfall not absorbed by soils 
(runoff) 
The sediment pool shall have a minimum capacity 
(from the lowest elevation in the reservoir to the 
crest of the principal spillway) to store 0.125 
acre-ft per acre of disturbed area in the watershed. 
The disturbed area includes all land affected by 
previous operations that is not presently stabi-
lized and all land that will be affected during sur-
face mining and reclamation work. 
TABLE 2 
EFFLUENT STANDARDS FOR THE SURFACE MINING INDUSTRY 
Turbidity or Toxic 
State Suspended Solids pH Total Iron Alkalinity Materials 
Federal 30-100 mg/ 1 6.0-9.0 4.0-7.0 mg/1 Greater than 1 
acidity 
Kentucky 150 JTU's 2 6.0-9.0 7.0 mg/1 or Greater than 
less acidity 
Pennsylvania 3 6.0-9.0 7 .0 mg/1 or 
less 
West Virginia 1000 JTU's 5.5-9.0 10 mg/1 or 
or less 4 less 
1 No toxic or hazardous material as designated under the provisions of Section 12 of the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act or known to be hazardous or toxic by the permittee except with the 
approval of the Regional Administrator (WPA) or his authorized representative. 
2 The discharge shall contain no settleable matter, nor shall it contain suspended matter in excess 
of 150 Jackson Turbidity Units, except during a precipitation event, which the operator must show 
to have occurred, in which case 1000 Jackson Turbidity Units may not be exceeded. 
3 No silt, coal mine solids, rock debris, dirt, and clay shall be washed, conveyed, or otherwise 
deposited into the waters of the Commonwealth. 
4 Turbidity - not more than 1000 Jackson Units (JU) of turbidity 4 hours following a major precipi-
tation event and not more than 200 JU after 24 hours (major precipitation event=\ inch of rain-
fall in 30 minutes). 
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the factors affecting sedimentation in a reservoir are contained 
in the report. A listing of the computer program and a guide to its 
use is provided in the appendices, 

CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The control of waterborne sediment is not a recent concern of 
mankind; settling basins were probably first employed by the Romans 
(Brown, 1943): 
The intake of New Anio is on the Sublacesion 
Way at the forty-second milestone, in the 
Simbiunum, and from the river; which flows muddy 
and discolored even without the effects of rainstorms, 
and, as a result, loose banks, for this reason a 
settling reservoir was built upstream from the intake, 
so that in it and between the river and the conduit 
the water might come to rest and clarify itself. 
Our knowledge of Roman techniques is, however, very limited 
and it is not until the 1400's that any significant theory was 
developed. Leonardo da Vinci (1452) was one of the earliest re-
searchers in the field of hydraulics but perhaps the most significant 
early research was presented by Brahms (1753), Chezy (1775), and 
duBuat (1796). The early research by most of these famous Europeans 
was mainly concerned with river and channel flow. 
In 1889 Seddon (1889) presented a paper on the St. Louis 
Settling Basins and in 1904 Hazen developed the first real theory on 
the trap efficiency of a reservoir (Hazen, 1904). Hazen considered 
the settling of soil particles under different hydraulic conditions and 
obtained the trap efficiency based on detention time, fall velocity, 
8 
9 
particle size and the prevailing conditions. His research has become 
the base upon which several of the more widely used concepts were 
developed and does not appear to receive the credit it deserves. 
Brown (1943) developed a curve relating the trap efficiency 
to the capacity-watershed ratio (C/W). His curve was based on data 
collected from over twenty five reservoirs and is represented by the 
equation: 
Ct=lOO (1. 0-1. 0/ (1. o+c/lOW)) (1) 
where Ct reservoir _trap efficiency (%), and C/W = reservoir 
capacity (acre-feet per square mile of drainage area). Brown's curve 
plus some additional data plotted by Brune is shown in Figure 2 
(Brune, 1953). There is considerable scatter in the points, indicating 
that there is very little correlation between the capacity-watershed 
ratio and trap efficiency. The method saw very little use as several 
other methods were being developed in the 40's and SO's. The most 
notable contributions being made by Camp, Borland, Churchill and 
Brune. In Brune's excellent paper "Trap Efficiency of Reservoirs" he 
describes some of the more notable methods and develops a series of 
empirical curves which are still widely used today (Brune, 1953). 
Brune's trap efficiency curves were based on data collected 
from forty-four reservoirs. He related trap efficiency to the 
capacity-inflow ratio (a term first used by Hazen in 1914). Brune's 
curves are shown in Figure 3 (Brune, 1953). The reservoirs were 
located in twenty different states and the results gave a much better 
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correlation with trap efficiency than the C/W ratio proposed by Brown. 
There is, however, still considerable scatter in the points and there 
appears to be no correlation for semi-dry reservoirs. The short-
comings of both the C/W and C/I ratios can best be exemplified by 
first amplifying on the mechanics of sediment deposition. 
Stokes (1880) studied the drag on small spheres falling freely 
in a fluid and found by neglecting inertia forces that 
F = 31T]ldv (2) 
where Fis the drag force,µ the dynamic viscosity, v the fall veloc-
ity of the particle, and d the particle diameter. In the region of 
viscous settling the drag coefficient is 24/R, where R is the 
Reynolds number. Later research has shown Stokes' Law to be valid for 
values of R from 10-4 to about 0.5 (Camp, 1945). At higher Reynolds 
numbers inertia forces cannot be ignored. Stokes only studied the 
motion of an isolated sphere. Later research has found that the con-
centration of particles and their shape influence the fall velocity. 
Clay particles have been found to be disc shaped and based on studies 
by Pettyjohn and Christiansen (1948) and McNown and Malaiki (1951) 
equation 2 should be: 
F = K(31T)ldv) (3) 
where the correction factor K varies from 0.5-1.0. A further correc-
-m tion of (1 - C) has been proposed by Durand (1972) and by Maude and 
Whitemore (1958) to account for the hinderance of several particles 
falling in close proximity. C is the sediment concentration and m 
varies from 2.2 to 4.5 depending on the flow conditions and Reynolds 
number. 
12 
It can be seen that the deposition of sediment in reservoirs 
will be dependent on the soil characteristics, the detention time in 
the basin, the depth of fall and the sediment concentration of the 
flow. The detention time and depth of flow in the basin are dependent 
on the geometry of the basin, the inflow and outlet design and the in-
flow hydrograph. The sediment concentration variation with flow is 
dependent on the intensity of the rainfall, the vegetative cover on 
the watershed, the permeability and characteristics of the soil, and 
the slopes and distances of transport on the watershed. Turbulence 
will tend to keep particles in suspension or will resuspend them by 
removal from the reservoir bed (Sayre, 1969). Turbulence will occur 
depending on the inflow geometry and design and the shape of the basin. 
The C/W and C/I ratios used by Brown and Brune, respectively, 
give only a limited account of the watershed hydrology and basin 
geometry, and are independent of soil characteristics. Brune appears 
to have been very aware of the shortcomings of his curves and perhaps 
if his paper had been more carefully read these curves would have seen 
less extensive use. Brune's curves have been modified by the U. S. 
Soil Conservation Service to account for the particle characteristics 
and have been used extensively in the design of the sediment storage 
capacity required in small reservoirs (Geiger, 1963). 
Churchill (1948) developed a method of relating the trap ef-
ficiency to the sedimentation index of a reservoir. The sedimentation 
index is the detention time divided by the mean velocity. The curve 
13 
was based on results obtained from several TVA reservoirs and is shown 
in Figure 4 (Brune, 1953). The method has little use in design as the 
detention time and mean velocity of flow are difficult to determine 
and no account is made of the sediment characteristics. An attempt 
however, has been made to modify the curves to allow for the particle 
characteristics as shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that because 
the detention time and mean velocity are dependent on the reservoir 
geometry, the inflow and outflow rates and the watershed hydrology, 
there is very little scatter in the points and a high correlation be-
tween trap efficiency and sedimentation index results. 
Borland (1951) presented a method which can probably be best 
used to help predict sediment accumulations based on monitoring the 
performance of the basin after construction. He plotted a curve of 
trap efficiency with detention time for Imperial Dam Reservoir in 
Arizona. Brune (1953) in his paper "Trap Efficiency of Reservoirs" 
made the following comment on the curve: 
Such curves are quite satisfactory for 
specific reservoirs, since other factors such as 
sediment characteristics, shape the reservoir, 
and method of operation tend to remain constant. 
This statement is only true for very large reservoirs and dams in 
which the volume of deposited sediment is small and the land uses on 
the reservoir remain essentially the same during the life of the 
reservoir. Imperial Dam Reservoir's capacity was reduced by two thirds 
between 1938-1947, a very clear demonstration of how the reservoir 
shape will change with time. The sediment characteristics are depend-
ent on the intensity of the rainfall, bedscour and the watershed land 
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uses, All these factors are likely to change with time. It is even 
questionable whether the method of operation remains the same during 
the life of a reservoir. The curve developed by Borland (1951) is 
shown in Figure 6. 
While Borland, Churchill, Brown and Brune were develop-
ing their respective ideas on the trap efficiency of reservoirs Dobbins 
(1944), was studying the effect of turbulence on sedimentation and 
Camp (1945) was developing a method which was suitable for the design 
of settling tanks, With the exception of some of Hazen's ideas, all 
the methods mentioned have been of an empirical nature. During the 
same era considerable theory was developed on sediment transport. As 
with the early theory of Brahm, the theory was developed primarily for 
flow_tn channels, pipes and rivers. Dupuit (1865), Einstein (1950), 
Schoklitsch (1933), Meyer-Peter and Muller (1969), duBoys (1879) 
and Vanoni (1946), are but a few of the major contributors in this 
field. Although much of this theory would be applicable in develop-
ing a method to determine trap efficiency of large reservoirs located 
on large well established rivers, very little research was done on 
mathematical methods of determining trap efficiency. Camp, however, 
did develop a method based on Stokes' Law of Settling. 
Camp (1945) states in his paper that Stokes' law is valid 
- 4 5 d ' for values of Reynolds number between 10 and about 0. an that in 
this range 
v 
2 (g/18 }I )(s-1) d (4) 
16 
where vis the terminal settling velocity, s the specific gravity 
of the particle, g the acceleration due to gravity and V the kinematic 
viscosity of water. Camp made a very thorough study of the factors 
affecting sedimentation. He considered irregularities in shape, 
hindered settling due to particles settling in close proximity, bed-
load movement scour, turbulence, short-circuiting and flocculation. 
His development is fairly lengthy and will only be discussed 
here in part. It should be noted however that much of the theory 
upon which it was based is still widely used today. In part he 
incorporated some of Hazen's (1904) concepts with Shields' theory 
of bed-load movement, (Vanoni, 1946), Nikuradse's (1939) theory 
of mixing in pipes, van Karman's velocity distribution and 
Dobbin's (1944) theory on turbulent flow and incorporated them in 
modifications of settling in ideal basins. Camp defined an ideal 
basin in the following way. 
Since an 'ideal basin' has been defined as a hypo-
thetical settling tank in which settling takes place in 
exactly the same manner as in quiescent settling container 
of the same depth, an "ideal rectangular continuous flow basin' 
for unhindered settling has the following characteristics: 
1. The direction of flow is horizontal and the velocity 
is the same in all parts of the settling zone (hence, 
each particle of water is assumed to remain in the 
settling zone for a time equal to the detention period--
namely, the volume of the settling zone divided by the 
discharge rate); 
2. The concentration of suspended particles of each size 
is the same at all points in the vertical cross sec-
tion at the inlet end of the settling zone; and 
3, A particle is removed from suspension when it reaches 
the bottom of the settling zone. 
Camp showed that the trap efficiency, E, of all particles 
having settling velocity, v, is: 
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E = vA/Q (5) 
where A is the surface area of the basin (width, B, times the 
length, L) and Q is the discharge rate. This result was first ob-
tained by Hazen. Q/A is known as the overflow velocity or "surface 
loading" of a basin. All particles having settling velocities less 
than the overflow rate will not be trapped. This method has been 
modified slightly by making A the wetted surface area of a reservoir 
and is one method currently employed by the EPA (1976a). Although 
simple in appearance, ~he method is very difficult to use because 
the discharge rate and wetted area tend to vary considerably 
during storm events, particularly in small reservoirs and sediment 
detention basins. 
Based upon the assumption that the fluid velocity is uniform 
in the basin, and that the mixing coefficient, e, is the same at every 
point in the basin, Camp and Dobbins developed an analytical relation 
between E (vA/Q) and vy/2e where y is the depth of the basin. This 
relationship is shown in Figure 7. A modification of this method by 
Brown is shown in Figure 8 (Brown, 1950). Figure 8 demonstrates the 
effect of turbulence on reducing trap efficiency. It should also be 
noted that trap efficiency has now become dependent on the basin depth 
which was not the case in quiescent settling. Although the effect 
of the basin depth is small, it becomes significant if the basin is 
made too shallow and bed scour occurs, Camp showed that the critical 
non scour mean velocity, Ve, is given by; 
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Ve= [( 8/3/ f)(s-l)gd]~ (6) 
where /j is the Shield's critical shear stress parameter and f 
the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. For uniform sand/9 ranges from 
0.04 to 0.06 and tends to be higher for sticky and flocculent material. 
When high turbulent flow conditions occur, the trap efficiency 
can be related to vA/Q by the equation; 
E = 1-exp(-vA/Q). (7) 
This relation was used by the Bureau of Reclamation for the design 
of the settling basins of the All-American Canal project (Vetter, 
1940). As illustrated by this description of the All-American Canal 
at Imperial Dam (Brown, 1943), the curve seems well suited to the 
design of settling basins . 
• . these desilting works consist of 6 settling 
basins arranged in pairs. Each basin is approximately 
269 feet wide, 769 feet long and has an average depth 
of 12.5 feet. The basins are set at an angle of 60° 
with the inflow channels. Each basin has a rated flow 
capacity of 2000 second-feet •..• The maximum flow across 
the channel is 0.22 foot per second. At this velocity the 
detention period is 21 minutes. It is estimated that with 
this velocity approximately 80 percent of the maximum 
income sediment will be deposited on the floor of the basin. 
The design of the basin is based on a total inflow of 12,000 
second-feet, or 80 percent of the capacity of the canal. The 
average sediment load for a flow of 12,000 second-feet was 
estimated to be 60,000 tons dry weight per day. 
Figure 9 shows a plot of the curve for high turbulent flow and for 
quiescent flow as plotted by Chen (1975). He recommends that Brown's 
plot be used for flow conditions between high turbulence and 
quiescent flow. However, Brown's plot has the same pitfalls as the 
equation for quiescent flow in that the overflow rate is not a constant 
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for a given basin. A is also a poor indicator of the effect of the 
basin geometry and is not readily defined for non linear geometric 
shapes. Some account of these limitations is made both by the EPA 
and Bureau of Reclamation by using Q as the peak discharge and A as 
the wetted surface area at this peak discharge. The assumption is 
made that the basin will be as efficient or more efficient at lower 
flow rates. 
During the past twenty years much of the research has been 
focused on determining the nature of the soil erosion on a watershed, 
predicting the sediment yield to a reservoir and modeling the hydrology 
of the watershed. In a study conducted by Glymph (1954) on data 
compiled from 113 watersheds varying in size from sixty-four acres 
to 300,000 acres, it was found that the dominent source of erosion 
was sheet erosion. The watersheds were located primarily in humid 
agricultural areas and in seventy-three of the watersheds sheet 
erosion accounted for more than seventh-five percent of the sediment. 
Predictive equations such as those developed by Graf (1971), Bagnold 
(1966) and Einstein (1950), for determining the total load in a stream 
do not account for the washload and cannot therefore be used to de-
termine sediment yields to most reservoirs. In 1947 Musgrave (1947) 
developed an equation for predicting the sediment yield from sheet 
and rill erosion on a watershed. His equation was widely used until 
the early 1960's when Wischmeier and Smith (1965) developed what is 
now known as the Universal Soil-Loss Equation (USLE). The USLE was 
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originally developed for use on agricultural watersheds but has 
been widely adopted for use on urban watersheds. The USLE and many 
of the predictive equations based on it tend to give very poor estimates 
of the sediment yield to a downstream point on the watershed. The USLE 
was developed to give the sediment movement from a single watershed 
slope. In order to obtain the sediment yield downstream a delivery 
ratio is required. Much of the detached sediment may be redeposited 
before it reaches the control structure. Kuo (1975), for example, 
found in an urban development study at Cedar Hill, Virginia, that the 
USLE, in a modified form, over-predicted the sediment yield to a down-
stream point on the watershed by 5-200 times. One of the biggest 
problems today in determining the performance of sediment detention 
structures is the difficulty in determining the amount of sediment 
entering the structure. 
Several researchers have studied the relationship between the 
amount of effective precipitation and the sediment discharge. Herrero 
(1974), has developed a method of estimating the washload on a storm 
basis for small watersheds. He found that the shape of the sediment 
concentration-time curve was very similar to that of the hydrograph 
for the watershed. This result has been substantiated by several other 
researchers. An example of this relationship is shown in Figures 10 and 
11. It can be seen from Curtis's (1976) curves (Figure 11) that 
the intensity of the storm and its duration are major factors in estab-
lishing the sediment discharge. 
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Since Brune developed his trap efficiency curves, very 
few trap efficiency methods of note have been developed. In 1953 
Fair and Geyer (1954) developed a method which tas seen occasional 
use in water treatment facilities and Wolman (1966) developed a 
method for determining the trap efficiency of weir ponds (USDA, 1972): 
TE= I RS 
where TE= trap efficiency in percent, R is the decimal fraction of 
the material size range that is trapped. R 1 if r is not 1.0; 
R 0.5 if r = 1.0; R = 0.0 if r = 0.0 where 
r = _pc.e=r-=c-=e::cn:..:t:...::o.=f_m=a-=t-=e:.:rc:i:;a:..:l=-=-t=-r::::a,:P,cPc:e:..:d=----c1:c· n:.:...w=e:.:i:..:rc....Jpc:.:o:::n:;d:::..__ 
percent of material in deposits downstream 
(8) 
ands is the percent of the material trapped in the weir pond that is 
in the size range considered. The method has not been widely used 
and is not suitable as a design method. It is also restricted to use 
in very small control structures. Some of the more prominent work on 
trap efficiency methods and mathematical modeling of these methods was 
done by Chen, C. (1975), and Chen, Y. (1976) respectively. 
Figure 12 shows a plot Chen, C. (1975) developed for comparing 
the methods of Brune and Churchill to that of Camp for high turbulent 
flow. Although this is hardly a valid comparison of the different meth-
ads, as high turbulent flow is not the typical flow situation in sedi-
ment detention basins, it does illustrate several valid points. The 
curves indicate as Chen noted, that Churchill's and Brune's curves over-
estimate the trap efficiency for finer sediments and underestimate the 
trap efficiency for coarser material. The entrapment of clay size 
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particles can usually only be obtained by chemical flocculants or 
basins with large dimensions. It is felt, however, that this last 
observation is not strictly true. Removal of clay particles may be 
obtained in small basins if the outlet design provides for a severe 
restriction in discharge and hence gives a long detention time in the 
basin. Size and nature of the outlet are, however, very dependent on 
the hydrology and size of the watershed. 
Chen (1976) has done considerable research into mathematical 
modelling of sediment t,ransport in rivers,and reservoirs. He has 
attempted to develop solutions to the three basic equations determin-
ing sediment transport: 
Sediment continuity equation: 
ll Q I Ad IJAC s s 0 + p -- + a-e qs 9x ~t 
Flow continuity equation: 
_!_g__ 3A a Ad - q .. = 0 
+ a"t: + ax at 
Flow momentum equation: 
3pQ + 9BpQV + gA ="P~Y~- = pgA (S
0 
- Sf+~) 
~t ax 9x 
where: 
x = horizontal distance along the channel 
t = time 
Qs = sediment discharge 
p = Volume of sediment in a unit volume of bed 
layer given by pb/ps 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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Pb= bulk density of sediment forming the bed 
Ps = density of sediment 
= volume of sediment deposited on channel bed per unit of length 
of channel, the value is negative for bed erosion 
A= water cross-sectional area 
C = mean sediment concentration on a volume basis given by A /Q s s 
Q = flow dis~harge 
lateral sediment flow per unit length of channel, a positive 
quantity indicates inflow 
'!,, = lateral water flow per unit length of channel, 
quantity indi'cates inflow 
q,Q, = lateral flow per unit length of channel, given 
p = density of sediment-laden water given by PW + c 
13 = momentum coefficient 
v mean flow velocity 
y = flow depth 
g = acceleration of gravity 
S = bed slope 
0 
sf= friction slope 
( 
a positive 
by q + '!,, s 
s (ps pw) 
D,Q, = dynamic contribution of lateral discharge given by qiVi/Ag 
V,Q, = velocity component of lateral inflow in the main flow direction 
P = density of water w 
Chen's solutions have been incorporated into a watershed model 
developed by the Colorado State University to simulate the hydrology 
and water-sediment movement on small watersheds. Extensive knowledge 
of the basin geometry, land uses and soil types, infiltration rates, 
hydrology, etc., are required to utilize the model. 
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Several other models of note have been developed in recent 
years. The Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering Center (1967 
and 1968) have developed models for predicting sediment depositi.on, 
trap efficiency and delta sedimentation in reservoirs. The models, 
however, cannot be used as design criteria. They require extensive 
collection of suspended sediment concentrations and flow rates in the 
reservoir following construction. The main value of the mode1s is 
in the monitoring of the performance of a reservoir during its life. 
A plug flow model has recently been developed by Pennell and 
Larson (1976) at the University of Minnesota. The model assumes an 
ideal basin, the Universal Soil Loss Equation, a 100% delivery ratio, 
complete mixing and instantaneous inflow and discharge. The model 
provides acuseful tool in evaluating some of the factors affecting 
trap efficiency but its application is very limited. Several models 
have been developed on delta sedimentation but they give little insight 
into simulation techniques for sediment laden flow. 
It can be seen from the preceeding review of some of the 
literature pertaining to reservoir sedimentation that although extensve 
research has been conducted, many questions remain unanswered. No 
single trap efficiency method has been developed which is suitable in 
the design of reservoirs and sediment detention basins. Most of the 
methods in fact can only be utilized following construction and do 
not give good results. One of the bigge'st problems in developing 
better design methods has been a lack of data on the performance of 
sediment basins. 
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Sedimentation surveys have been conducted by many state and 
federal authorities during the past 100 years (Ohio State Department of 
Natural Resources, 1948 and 1955). Unfortunately the nature of the sur-
veys has provided researchers very little data of value in developing 
better design methods. Most sedimentation surveys are done by the range 
method and only determine the volume of sediment deposited over a peri-
od of several months or years. The type of surveys that are required 
should include monitoring of suspended sediment concentration varia-
tions with time, inflow and outflow variations with time and riser stage, 
and collection of inflow soil size characteristics. A few studies of 
this nature have been conducted by Hittman Associates (1974 and 1976) 
for the Environmental Protecti6n Agency. 
In one study (Hittman, 1976) nine sediment detention basins in 
either Pennsylvania, Kentucky or West Virginia, were monitored during 
a storm event and a baseline condition. Although these studies are 
probably the best that have been conducted, they are still inadequate 
in several ways. Only part of each storm event was monitored and the 
data on inflow rates are incomplete. The initial stage at the riser 
and the variation in stage depth during the storm events were not re-
corded. In future studies of this nature it would be advantageous if 
more than one storm event was monitored. Determining the actual trap 
efficiency of a basin during a storm event is not easy and it is felt 
that the method employed in the Hittman studies is not completely cor-
rect. 
The actual trap efficiency was determined by using the mass 
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balance equation (Mallory and Nawrocki, 1974): 
R (% solids removed)= 1 - 100 (12) 
where c1 is the solids concentration of influent (mg/1) and c2 is the 
solids concentration of the effluent (mg/1). Influent and effluent 
readings however were taken simultaneously over a short period of time. 
Their use in equation 12 implies instantaneous flow through the basin. 
There is a time lag ap'proximately equal to the average detention time 
between corresponding influent and effluent readings. If the entire 
storm event had been monitored the average influent and effluent read-
ings could have been used in equation 12. 
A better conceptual knowledge of the entire sedimentation pro-
cess is needed before a good understanding of inlet and outlet designs, 
particle flocculation and aggregation can be obtained to maximize sedi-
ment trap efficiencies in detention structures. Flocculating agents 
are frequently used in waste water treatment facilities to remove col-
loidalparticles (Weber, 1972). Their use on a large scale in sediment 
basins would prove to be very costly but with a better understanding 
of the sedimentation process, selective use may prove very beneficial. 
Strip mine sediment basins are frequently poorly sized due to the natural 
aggregation and flocculation on strip mine watersheds. Monitoring of 
the chemical composition of the influent might show that a small change 
in the electrokinetic balance could greatly increase deposition. 
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Many of the ideas expressed in this review have been incorporated 
in the conceptual model described in this report. Although the focus of 
the research is on sediment detention basins the concepts discussed and 
developed within the report are also applicable to the design of sedi-
ment storage space in large reservoirs. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSITS MODEL 
Introduction 
As has been noted, the severe problems associated with the 
transport of sediment by water has led to the construction of small 
control reservoirs designed specifically to trap sediment. The 
mechanics of sediment laden flow is very complex, but the major 
factors governing the efficiency of sediment retention basins are 
the geometry of the basin, the inflow hydrograph, the inflow sediment 
graph, the outlet design, the hydraulic behavior of the flow within 
the basin, the characteristics of the sediment and the settling be-
havior of the suspended sediment particles. Most trap efficiency 
methods discussed previously are based only on a few of the above 
factors. If a mathematical model can he developed that considers 
these governing parameters, a better description of basin performance 
and design methods can be obtained. 
The following is a description of a model for describing 
sediment basin performance. The model is named DEPOSITS, which is 
an abbreviation for DEposition R_erformance Of E_ediment In _!rap - -
Structures. The model estimates basin trapping efficiency, concentra-
tion of sediment in the water discharging from the basin, and the 
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change in basin geometry due to sediment accumulation in the 
basin. 
Basic Concepts 
In order to develop a model sufficiently general to be 
applicable to most sediment detention basins, the flow within the 
basin was idealized by the PLUG flow concept. Plug flow assumes 
no mixing between plugs and routes the flow on a first in, first 
out basis. Although this type of flow does not allow for turbulence 
or short circuiting, provision for a correction factor has been in-
corporated in the model. As most sediment basins are designed to 
contain runoff for periods of less than 1-5 days, the effects of 
temperature fluctuations are considered to be insignificant. 
Settling of the sediment particles is described by Stokes' 
Law of Settling and particles are considered "trapped" as soon as 
they reach the reservoir bed. The bed is considered a perfect 
absorber of sediment and resuspension or saltation of the particles 
is disregarded. The model accounts for the variation in sediment 
concentration with depth by subdividing each plug into four layers. 
Selective withdrawal, at the basin outlet, from these layers is 
provided for in the model. • 
The basic inputs are few and are typical of those required for 
the design of any hydraulic structure to detain sediment: 
1) Stage-area curve for the basin. 
2) Inflow hydrograph. 
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3) Particle size distribution and specific gravity of 
suspended sediment. 
4) Stage-discharge curve for the basin. 
5) Sediment inflow graph. 
6) Viscosity of the fluid. 
7) Stage-discharge distribution curve. 
The basin geometry is completely defined by the stage-area 
curve. The stage is defined in the model as the depth of water at 
the riser. Such factors as the basin length, slope, width or cross-
sections along the basin's length are not required. 
If a stage-discharge distribution curve is not specified, 
the model assumes that the outflow rate is uniform with depth. 
Normally the outflow rate for a given stage varies with the depth of 
the outflow surface, For example, if there is two feet of water 
above a six foot drop inlet it might be assumed that most of the 
outflow is drawn from the two feet of water at the surface. For a 
riser pipe with uniform perforations along its length the outflow 
is dependent on the head of water above each perforation. The out-
flow rates through the lower perforations will be greater than the 
rates through the perforations near the surface. 
If a sedimentgraph is not. available for the basin inflow, 
sediment concentration is taken as proportional to the water inflow 
rate. The total mass of sediment entering the basin during the design 
storm event or the inflow sediment graph must be specified if ef-
fluent sediment concentrations are required as an output. The 
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model can also determine changes in basin geometry due to deposition 
provided the total mass of sediment in the inflow is known. 
As has been indicated the model is capable of predicting the 
sediment concentration of the effluent and the sediment deposition 
pattern in the reservoir. The model determines the volume of sedi-
ment deposited in each plug layer and makes a corresponding adjustment 
in the stage-area curve. If this option is desired, the specific 
weight of the sediment deposits is required. The model assumes the 
same unit weight of deposits throughout the basin and does not provide 
for later consolidation of the deposits. If consolidation is a design 
criteria an adjustment to the initial specific weight should be 
made. A listing of the program and a glossary of terms used 
are contained in the Appendices. 
Model Theory and Mathematics 
Basin Geometry 
The basin geometry is defined by the input of a stage-area 
curve. The capacity and average depth for each stage point is deter-
mined from the stage-area curve. The stage is defined in the model 
as the depth of water at the outlet structure. If the deposition 
option is employed, the stage is defined as the height of flow, 
above the initial basin bed, at the riser. As the basin bed is 
redefined due to deposition the depth of flow at the riser is re-
defined in the model as the depth. The capacity of the basin at any 
given stage point is determined by the trapezoidal method described 
~= 
CAPAC(N) 
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N. 
= ~AREA(J)+AREA(J-l))(STAGE(J)-STAGE(J-1))/2 
J=l (13) 
Where CAPAC(J) is the capacity, in acre-feet, and AREA(J) is the 
surface area, in acres, at the stage point (J). This method is 
illustrated in Figure 13, Stage-area determinations are usually 
made from topographic maps or from field measurements. It was 
felt that the accuracy of these methods did not warrant the use of 
some of the more sophisticated conic procedures for arriving,at the 
stage-area relationship. 
The average depth of water is defined as the average depth 
of the water surface from the reservoir bed. It is a volume weighted 
., 
average of the water depth throughoui the basin. The average depth 
for each stage point is given by: 
AVDPTH(I) = 
J=.I 2. 0 
~ DEPO *(AREA(J)-AREA(J-1)) 
(14) 
J=I 
~ DEPO * (AREA(J)-AREA(J-1)) 
J=2 
where DEPO = STAGE(l)-(STAGE(J) + STAGE(J-1))/2.0 
This procedure is shown in Figures 15 and 16. Equation 14 may not 
be used in situations where there is no increase in surface area with 
depth. In practice this is only likely to occur in the design of a 
retangular settling tank. The model contains an alternative method 
of computation which gives good results for any shape of basin. 
STAGE (5) AREA(5) 
STAGE (4) AREA(4) 
STAGE ( 3 l AREA (3) 
STAGE (2) AREA (2) 
5 
CAPAC ( 5) = L ( AREA ( J) + AREA ( J-1)) ( STAGE ( J) - STAGE ( J-1)) /2 ____ 13 
J=2 
Figure 13: Determination of the basin capacity 
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AVDPTH(J) = (STAGE(J) - AVDEP(J))*2.0 (15) 
where 
AVDEP(J) = (CAPAC(J-1) * AVDEP(J-1) + 
(CAPAC (J)-CAP AC (J-1 )X STAGE ( J)-STAGE (J-1)) 
2.0*CAPAC(J) 
The mathematical validity of equation (15) has not been determined and 
it is only used when two consecutive areas on the stage-area curve 
are the same. 
Inflow Routing 
The inflow of water to the basin is defined by an inflow 
hydrograph. The number of inflow points and the time increment between 
points must be specified. If the inflow hydrograph is not known, 
there are many methods available to simulate a given design hydrograph. 
In simulation runs in this study the procedure described by Mynear 
and Haan (1977) was used for developing inflow hydrographs. 
The flow was routed through the reservoir by a computer 
method based on Kao's (1975) Four-Quadrant Graph-Method. 
The change in storage for each increment of time is given by 
the equation: 
(s2 + 02 !:,. t/2) - (S1 - 01 /lt/2) = (I2 + 11) ~ t/2 ••.• (16) 
where s1 and s2 are the basin capacities at times one and two 
respectively. r1 and r2 are the inflows rates and o1 and o2 are 
· the outflow rates at times one and two. At is the time increment 
between times one and two. In the model the stage-capacity curve is 
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computed from the stage-area curve of the basin. The stage-discharge 
curve must be defined at the same stage points as the stage-area curve. 
The accuracy of the routing method is dependent on the time increment 
between successive inflow points and the height increment between 
successive stage points. To adequately represent the inflow hydrograph, 
the increment should not exceed one quarter of the time to peak 
of the hydrograph. The increment between stage points does not 
have to be constant and its magnitude depends on the basin size. For 
basins with a capacity less than thirty acre-feet, the stage increment 
should not exceed two feet. If the deposition buildup in the basin is 
required, it is desirable to make the stage increment constant. 
Sediment Concentration 
As previously indicated, the sediment concentration variation 
may either be specified as an input or estimated by the program. If 
specified, the concentrations must be given for the same- time points 
as the inflow hydrograph. 
The volume of sediment inflow for each increment of time is 
determined by: 
SEDMNT(J)=(CONCED(J)+cONCED(J-l))(VOLUME(J)/2000SG) (17) 
where VOLUME (J) is the incremental inflow at time J, in acre-
feet, CONCED(J) is the concentration (mg/1) and SG the specific 
gravity of the inflowing sediment particles. The concentration is 
specified in milligrams per liter and the equation is divided by 
2000 to obtain the average volume of sediment in acre-feet during 
the time incremente 
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If the influent concentrations are not specified, the sediment 
concentration variation is assumed proportional to VOLUME(J) for each 
time increment. If the total mass of sediment inflow is specified, 
influent concentrations are determined by: 
NFLNT(JS) SEDMNT(JS)*SG*MASS*735.48 
VOLUME(JS)*SEDTOT(M) (18) 
where NFLNT(JS) is the influent sediment concentration (mg/1) at time 
JS, SEDMNT(JS) = VOLUME(JS)
2
· 0 , MASS= mass of sediment in tons and 
SEDTOT(M) is the sum of the M values of SEDMNT(JS). His the number 
of inflow points specified in the input of the inflow hydrograph. The 
equation is multiplied by 735.48 to convert the mass in tons and volume 
in ctcre-feet to a concentration in rng/1. 
Several studies have shown a correlation between the inflow 
rate and the sediment concentration. Based on studies by Land and 
Koelzier (1963), Curtis (1976), Kuo (1975), Herrero (1974), Oscanyan 
(1975) and the USDA (1975), it appears that considering the sediment 
concentrations proportional to the flow rate gives a reasonable approxi-
mation for most small watersheds. The actual correlation is dependent 
on the rainfall intensity, the particle characteristics and watershed 
factors. It has also been shown that the peak of the sediment concen-
tration curve may preceed the peak of the inflow hydrograph (Graf, 1971). 
On small watersheds with moderate slopes the peaks usually coincide. 
Effluent concentrations are determined by: 
EFLNT(NN) = (SEDPLG(NN)/ PLGVOL(NN))*MASS*7.3548 ( 19) 
where EFLNT(NN) is the average effluent concentration for plug (NN), 
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SEDPLG(NN) is the percent of the total sediment volume contained in 
the plug outflow and PLGVOL(NN) is the volume of the plug. The 
effluent concentration is determined only if the mass of sediment is 
specified either by the input of influent concentrations or a total 
mass of sediment. All influent and effluent values are in mg/1. 
Plug Routing 
The flow is subdivided into separate plugs of flow of equal 
time increment. The time length of the plug on the outflow hydrograph 
must be specified in the input and must be an integer multiple of 
the inflow hydrograph time increment. It is recommended that the 
plug time increment not exceed one hour or half the time to peak 
on the inflow hydrograph. The plug time increment is denoted by 
DELPLG, and must be specified in hours. Each plug is subsequently 
subdivided into four layers or strata of equal depth. 
The following factors are determined for each plug: 
1) The plug volume. 
2) The fraction of the total sediment inflow initially 
contained in the plug. 
3) The detention time. 
4) The average stage during outflow. 
5) The average depth of flow of the plug during detention. 
A description of how each of these factors is determined will now be 
given. 
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Plug Volume 
The initial routing of the inflow by the Four Quadrant method 
gives the discharge rate for each time increment DELTAT. The ac-
cumulated outflow is then given by: 
ACOUT(L)=ACOUT(L-l)+(DISCHA(L-l)+DISCHA(L))*DELTAT*.0413 (20) 
where ACOUT(L) is the accumulated outflow at time Land DISCHA(L) is 
the discharge at time L. The factor 0.04132 converts the average 
discharge in cfs and the time DELTAT in hours into an accumulated 
volume expressed in acre-feet. 
The inflow and outflow points of each plug are determined from 
the initial outflow hydrograph points. The volume of each plug is: 
PLGVOL(NN) = ACOUT(P) - ACOUT(P-LR) (21) 
where LR=DELPLG/DELTAT, P=LR*(NN-1)+1 and the plug volume in acre-
feet is PLGVOL(NN). Because the plug points Pare multiples of the 
initial routing points MR, it is necessary for the ratio DELPLG/DELTAT 
to be an integer value. The number of plugs is MR where MR=MS/LR. 
MS is the number of outflow increments and must be selected as a 
multiple of LR not exceeding 400. MR may not exceed 100 and is the 
maximum value of NN. Higher values of MR and MS are permissible if 
the model arrays are redimensioned. 
Initial Sediment Content of the Plug 
The sediment content, average depth and detention time of 
each plug are dependent on the location of the plug on the inflow 
hydrograph. The initial point of entry to the basin of each plug is 
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determined by first ascertaining the points at-which the accumulated· 
inflow is equal to the, accumulated outi:low on the respect,ive hydro-
graphs as shown in Figure 14. The times at which these 'points occur 
on the inflow hydrograph are determined by linear interpolation-be-
tween the accumulated. inflow- points used in the initial routing. The 
sediment volumes- at each of these points is determined by· inter,pola-
tion between the values found on the. sediment volume curve desccribed 
by equation 17, The average inflow time and the fraction.of sediment 
in each plug is calculated from: 
VOLTME(NN) = (TMEIN(NN) + TMEIN(NN - 1))/2.0 (22) 
and 
SEDOUT(NN) =· (SEDT(NN) - SEDT(NN - 1))/SEDTOT(N) (23) 
where VOLTME(NN) is the average time of inflow, TMEIN(NN - 1) is the 
initial inflow time, and. TMEIN(NN) is the final inflow time for plug 
(NN). SEDOUT(NN) is the fraction of the total sediment (for the entire 
storm event) contained in inflm, plut (NN) and SEDT(NN) is the accu--
mulated fraction, occurring up to time NN, of SEDTOT(l1). 
Detention Time 
The average outflow is given by: 
PLGCEN(NN) = (PLGTME(NN) +-PLGTME(NN-- 1))/2.0 (24) 
where PLGTME(NN) = PLGTME(NN -1) +-DELPLG. PLGTME(l) = 0 0.0. The 
average detention time is then: 
DETTME(NN) = PLGCEN(NN) - VOLTME(NN) (25) 
where DETTME(NN) is the deten1:-ion time of the plug (NN) , 
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Outflow Stage and Average Depth 
Figure 16 illustrates how the stage in the basin varies with 
time. The average stage during the outflow of plug (NN) is determined 
as the stage at time PLGCEN(NN) by linear interpolation on the stage-
time eurve developed during eomputations based on the Four Quadrant 
Routing Method. 
The average stage during the inflow of the plug (NN) is 
determined in a similar fashion at the time VOLTME(NN). The average 
depth, experieneed by plug (NN) while in the basin is then eomputed by 
determining the area, under the average depth-time eurve, eontained 
between VOLTME(NN) and PLGCEN(NN) and then dividing this area by the 
detention time. The average depth-time eurve is determined in the 
initial routing and gives a volume weighted average depth of the flow 
from the basin-bed during the storm event. The average depth-time 
eurve is obtained by linear interpolation on the average depth-stage 
eurve defined by equation 14. 
J=I 
L 2,0 DEPO *(AREA(J)-AREA(J-1)) 
AVDPTH(I) = _,,_J_=2=---------------
J=I 
L DEPO * (AREA(J)-AREA(J-1)) 
J=2 
where DEPO = STAGE(I)-(STAGE(J) + STAGE(J-1))/2.0. 
(14) 
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Plug Stratification 
Each plug is subdivided into four layers of equal depth as 
shown in Figure 17, The sediment remaining in suspension within each 
strata is computed and the percentage of the total outflow associated 
with each plug is calculated. The fraction of the initial sediment 
content that is removed by each plug is determined. The sum of these 
incremental sediment discharges gives the total removal during the 
storm event. The basis of these computations is described below. 
Sediment Concentration Profile 
The sediment distribution in each plug is assumed uniform 
when the flow first enters the basin. The amount of sediment re-
maining in suspension, in each layer, is calculated by Stokes' Law. 
The method of computation is outlined in the description accompanying 
Figure 17. The percent of particles that will fall 0.125, 0.375, 
0.625 and 0.875 of the average depth (DEPTH) is calculated by deter-
mining the fall velocity required for the particles to fall each of 
these distances. 
2.5 
Vf = Fall distance/(detention time x (1-C) ) 
all (26) 
where C is 50% of the initial sediment concentration expressed as a 
2,5 
fraction. The factor (1-C) accounts for hinderance due to several 
small particles falling in close proximity (Shen, 1972), The fall 
velocity Vfall is multiplied by a correction factor (FIX) to account 
for short-circuiting and flocculation. Once the fall velocity is 
determined, the particle size associated with this velocity is 
VOL ( 1,NN)----
VOL(Z,NN) -----
VOL(3,NN) 
VOL(4,NN) 
Figure 17: Layer sediment ~oncentration determinati.on 
DEPTH 
_,,_ 
0, 
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determined from Stokes' Law as: 
D =[V x µ 
1/2 
/ (51. 5 x (SG-1) )] 
where Dis the particle size (mm), V the corrected fall velocity 
(27) 
(feet/hour), SG the particle specific gravity,µ the water viscosity 
(cm
2
/sec) and the factor 51.5 is 0.8 times the acceleration due to 
gravity (32.2 ft/sec) times a conversion factor to account for the 
different units used in the equation. The factor 0.8 is used to 
correct for the non-spherical nature of clay and colloidal particles. 
Stokes' Law is,only valid for particles with a Reynolds 
number less than 1. The assumption is made that if some of the fine 
particles satisfying Stokes' Law are trapped, all the coarse particles 
will automatically be trapped. The concentration C was selected as 
half the original concentration because a large percent of the 
particles are usually coarse and settle very rapidly. 
Figure 18 demonstrates the typical changes in sediment 
concentration with time as a function of the particle size distribution 
and the average depth. It can be seen that unless the percent of 
fines is very large, the values of C should probably be less than 
50% of the original concentration. Hinderance, however, is unlikely 
to be a major factor unless the model is adopted for use in the 
design of settling tanks. 
The percent of the initial concentration, PCT(I,NN), remaining 
in the Ith layer depends on how much sediment enters and leaves the 
layer. For the top layer, I=l, sediment must fall an average distance 
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0.125 DEPTH to leave the layer and none enters. For the second 
layer, I=2, sediment must also fall an average distance of 0.125 
DEPTH to leave the layer; however, sediment from layer 1 is meanwhile 
entering layer 2. For sediment from layer 1 to pass through layer 
2, it must fall an average of 0.125 DEPTH+ 0.250 DEPTH. The per-
cent of particles falling 0.250 DEPTH is taken as the difference in 
those falling 0.125 DEPTH and those falling 0.375 DEPTH. Figure 18 
indicates that not all particles in this latter category can fall 
through the second layer since some of the particles will strike the 
basin sides before falling the required distance. These particles are 
considered trapped. The percent of particles being trapped in this 
fashion is: 
((VOL(2,NN)-VOLC(2,NN))/VOL(2,NN))*(PERCT(3,NN)-PERCT(4,NN)) (28) 
This same process occurs in layers 3 and 4. 
Therefore, the percent of the initial concentration remain-
ing in the Ith layer, PCT(I,NN), is given by 
Top Layer 
PCT(l,NN) = PERCT(4,NN) 
Second Layer 
PCT(2,NN) = PERCT(4,NN) + VOLC(l,NN)* (PERCT(3,NN) -
PERCT(4,NN))/VOL(2,NN) 
Third Layer 
PCT(3;r,.N) = PERCT(4,NN) + VOLC(2,NN)* (PERCT(2,NN)-
PERCT(4,NN))/VOL(3,NN) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
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Bottom Layer 
PCT(4,NN) = PERCT(4,NN) + VOLC(3,NN)* (PERCT(l,NN) -
PERCT ( 4, NN))/VOL ( 4, NN) 
where: 
PERCT(l,NN) =%finer with diameter of size smaller than those 
particles falling 0.875 DEPTH 
PERCT(2,NN) % finer with diameter smaller than those 
particles falling 0.625 DEPTH 
PERCT(3,NN) =%finer with diameter smaller than 
particles falling 0.375 DEPTH 
PERCT(4,NN) =%finer with diameter smaller than those 
particles falling 0.125 DEPTH 
VOL(I,NN) = the volume of layer I. 
The volumes VOLC(I,NN) I=l,4 are shown by the shaded areas 
on Figure 18 and are determined from 
VOLC(l,NN) = VOL(l,NN)*(AREA B(NN)/AREA A(NN)) 
VOLC(2,NN) = VOL(2,NN)*(AREA C(NN)/AREA B(NN)) 
VOLC(3,NN) VOL(3,NN)*(AREA D(NN)/AREA C(NN)) 
The values PCT:(l,NN), PCT(2,NN), PCT(3,NN) and PCT(4,NN) 
determined in Figure 17 are the percent of the initial volume of 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
sediment contained in the plug which remain suspended in each layer. 
The actual fraction of the total sediment volume that is discharged 
from each layer is given by the equation: 
Sd. = P * SED * Q is lay total lay 
(36) 
where Sdis is the fraction of the total sediment volume associated 
with the storm event that is discharged by each layer of each plug, 
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P is PCT(l,NN), PCT(2,NN) etc., SED 
1 
is the fraction of the lay tota 
total sediment volume initially contained in the plug (the value 
SEDOUT(NN) that was described earlier), and Q1 is the percent of ay 
the total discharge associated with each layer. Figures 19 and 
19c1 give typical distributions of Q1 for a drop outlet and a riser ay 
outlet. If Q1 is not specified, it is assumed to be 25% for each ay 
strata. For a riser outlet with uniformly spaced perforations 
of a constant diameter, this assumption produces an error of less 
than 2% in the trap ef.ficiency. 
Sediment Deposition 
Figure 17, used in the development of the sediment concentra-
tions exiting in each layer at the time of outflow, gives a conceptual 
picture of the average parameters existing in each plug of flow 
during detention. The typical geometry of each plug will probably vary 
considerably as it flows through the basin. In the model the average 
depth geometry is employed only to determine the suspended sediment 
concentrations remaining at outflow. The volume of outflow associated 
with each layer is determined from the outflow distribution obtained 
from the average stage at the riser during outflow. 
Equation 29 gives the fraction of the initial sediment 
concentration that is trapped on the sides of each layer. The volume 
of sediment actually deposited on the basin sides from each layer is: 
DEPvol = MASS x .000736 x (100-Play) x SEDtotalxQlay ( 37 ) 
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where DEP 1 is the volume of the sediment deposit, MASS is the VO 
total sediment mass (tons) during the storm event and DENSTY is 
the specific gravity of the sediment deposit. 
The changes in volume and area due to deposition are calcu-
lated by assuming the sediment deposited as uniformly distributed 
in each layer. The capacity of the basin is reduced at each stage 
point corresponding to the average depth point at which the incre-
ment of deposition occurs. This accounting cycle is repeated for 
each plug. Physically this procedure does not give the actual 
location of deposition in the basin. It does however give a con-
ceptual idea of how the capacity-stage and area-stage curves will 
be altered due to the deposition of sediment. 
The area-stage curve is then determined from the new capacity-
stage curve. The model is based upon the assumption that the area 
increases with an increase in stage. When the area-stage curve is 
determined numerically from the capacity-stage curve, this condition 
may be violated. If this occurs the area-stage curve is smoothed 
out by maintaining the criteria that the area increase with depth 
and that the new area at each stage will either be the same as that 
prior to deposition or will have been reduced by deposition. A 
further correction is then made to both curves to ensure that the 
"smoothing" has not altered the volume of deposition. It can be 
seen from the above assumptions on the basin geometry that the 
model may be applied to most normal situations but would not be 
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applicable, for example, to a shape like a goldfish bowl where the 
area decreases with stage. 
The specific gravity of the sediment deposits may be determined 
by a method obtained by Lara and Pemberton (1963): 
W=WP +WP +WP 
cc mm ss 
(38) 
where Wis the unit weight of the sediment, W, W, and W are the unit 
c m s 
weights of clay, silt and sand respectively. Lara and Pemberton recom-
mend that these values be selected as 60, 73, and 97 lb/ft3 . Pc, Pm, 
and Ps are the fractio~s of clay, silt and sand contained in the depos-
its. Although coarser material is likely to be deposited at the inlet, 
the model does not account for the physical location of the deposits. 
The fraction to be used in equation 38 should be the initial particle 
size distribution of the suspended sediment. For more accurate compu-
tations, a second calculation can be made after the trap efficiency has 
been determined. Further corrections to allow for compaction may be 
made by referring to the work of Miller (1953) and Heinemann (1962). 
The unit weight must be divided by the unit weight of water to obtain 
the specific weight. The choice of the values W, W, and W is 
c m s 
dependent on the normal operating conditions of the reservoir. A list 
of suitable values is given in Table 3. 
It is recommended that if the deposition option is used, that 
the stage points be defined every 0.5 feet in a shallow basin and 
every 1.0 feet in a deep basin (riser length greater than 10 feet). 
The stage interval should be kept constant for depths where deposition 
is likely to occur. 
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Trap Efficiency 
The trap efficiency of the basin is determined from 
TRAP= (100.0 - SEDEND(NN-1)) 
where TRAP is the percent of sediment trapped by the basin and 
SEDEND(NN-1) is the percent of sediment flowing out of NN-1 plugs. 
Normally the amount of sediment not accounted for in the monitor-
ing of the (NN-1) plugs is very small. The model has been pro-
gramed to stop computations when 99.95% of the initial sediment 
content has been accounted for. This measure has been incorporated 
to reduce the cost of using the model program. 
Short-circuiting and Turbulence 
(39) 
As mentioned earlier the plug flow concept does not allow for 
turbulence or short-circuiting of the flow. These factors will vary 
depending on the inflow rate, inflow structure and the basin geometry. 
It is expected that the effects of turbulence will be reduced by 
the design of a suitable inlet structure. Short-circuiting for 
uniform flow in a rectangular basin has been shown to be primarily 
a function of the basin geometry (EPA, 1976a). It is recommended 
that a value of 1.0 be used for the correction factor FIX although 
the values in Table 4 may be used with caution if short-circuiting 
is present~ 
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TABLE 3 
MODIFIED VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS IN EQUATION 38 FOR RESERVOIR TYPES 
Type of Reservoir Observations Values of Coefficients in 
Eguation 38 Operation w w w c m s 
Number 
I 262 26 70 97 
II 462 35 71 97 
III 405 40 72 97 
IV 187 60 73 97 
I. Sediment always ~ubmerged or nearly submerged 
II. Normally moderate to considerable drawdown 
III. Reservoir normally empty 
IV. Riverbed sediments 
TABLE 4 
SHORT CIRCUITING FOR SETTLING TANKS 
Type of Tank 
Radial flow circular 
Wide rectangular 
(length= 2.4 x width) 
Narrow rectangular 
(length= 17 x width) 
Baffled mixing chamber 
(length - 528 x width) 
Ideal basin 
Short Circuiting 
Factor FIX 
1.20 
1.08 
1.11 
1.01 
1.00 
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Flocculation and Aggregation 
Aggregation is the physical cementing or binding of small 
particles into a larger particle. Aggregates are not dispersed by 
water and occur in suspension so that the effective particle diameters 
determined in a mechanical analysis will include those of the aggre-
gates. Care should be taken in the laboratory testing not to transform 
the aggregated particles back into their primary composite particles. 
Flocculation is a phenomenon which occurs due to the electro-
kinetic potential of the particles. It may occur by the chemical 
separation of a dispersed phase, by "flocculating agents" in the water 
and by the collision of rapidly settling particles with slower particles. 
The latter process always occurs and the degree to which it occurs 
depends primarily on the lattice structure and chemical composition 
of the clay fraction and the water. 
The model does not account for these factors. Chemical 
flocculation may occur either by the introduction of flocculating 
agents or by the natural chemical composition of the runoff. Table 
5 gives a list of chemicals that will induce flocculation. If 
flocculation is expected to occur to any high degree, the correction 
factor, FIX, may be reduced to account for this behavior. Laboratory 
experiments measuring the fall velocity of the suspended particles in 
the anticipated runoff would give the magnitude of the required 
reduction. It is envisioned that FIX will vary between 0.8 and 1.2 
and a value of 1.0 should normally be used. Experimental data however 
is limited and the range of 0.8 - 1.2 for FIX is intuitive only. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
TABLE 5 
SETTLEMENT BY THE USE OF FLOCCULATING AGENTS 
Type of Suspension 
High Colloid Concentration 
Low Alkalinity 
High Colloid Concentration 
High Alkalinity 
Low Colloid Concentration 
High Alkalinity 
Low Colloid Concentration 
Low Alkalinity 
lFlocculating Agents: 
Metal Salts A1 2 (so4) 3 or Fec13 
1 Treatment 
Easiest systems to treat 
Use positively hydroxometal 
at- acidic pH levels 4-6. 
Destabilization by adsorption 
at neutral and acid pH levels. 
Lower coagulant dosages 
(at lower pH) may be used if the 
alkalinity is reduced. 
Coagulation obtained with high 
dosage by enmeshment of Colloid 
particles in a "sweep floe". 
Difficult to treat. Metal salts 
ineffective unless alkalinity 
is increased. 
Metal Oxide or Hydroxide Lime (Cao or Ca(OH)z) or soda ash (Na
2
co3) 
"' 0 
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Model Output 
An example of the model output is given in Appendix D. 
If the deposition pattern is not specified, the columns headed 
"DEPTH" and "NEW CAPACITY" are omitted. If the mass of sediment 
or the influent concentrations are not specified, the influent and 
efluent columns are omitted. All the inflow and outflow values are 
given for the time increment of the plugs. The time related output 
is terminated when 99.95% of the sediment has been accounted for 
by the outflow computa~ions. 
A listing of all the input variables is incorporated in the 
output. A definition of each of these terms is provided in a 
glossary of terms contained in Appendix A. The output has been 
arranged to give the variables that are of most value in determining 
the design of a sediment detention structure. Additional output 
may easily be obtained and a complete list of all the variables 
evaluated in the model is contained in the glossary. 
CHAPTER IV 
MODEL VERIFICATION 
Introduction 
Although many studies have been conducted on the performance 
of sediment detention str11ctures very little data suitable for a 
simulation study are available. Through the kind cooperation of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) it was possible, however, to 
simulate the performance of several detention basins described in the 
EPA report "Effectiveness of Surface Mine Sedimentation Ponds" (1976i,). 
The descriptions of the basins contained in this report are insuf-
ficient for simulation studies but the unpublished reports on each 
basin were made available by the EPA and provided enough information 
to make simulation studies. Despite the vast amount of information 
collected on each basin, several basic assumptions and approximations 
had to be made. 
The results of the comparisons are presented in Table 6. 
A brief description of each basin and the assumptions made in obtain-
ing the results in Table 6 are presented below. In general the draw-
backs of the studies, conducted by Hittman Associates, were: 
1) Only part of each storm event was monitored. 
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2) The period of monitoring of inflow and outflow conditions 
was usually only 2-4 hours. 
3) Inflow rates were not obtained in all the basins. 
4) The initial riser depth and subsequent changes in depth 
were not recorded. 
5) Although soundings were taken to determine the buildup of 
sediment deposits in the basin the data were not sufficient 
to determine accurately the prevailing stage-area curve. 
6) The actual condition of the riser was not available and the 
stage discharge curve could only be approximated by the 
discharge conditions described during the period monitored. 
7) The method of determining the actual performance of the basin 
does not appear valid. 
As noted in (7) above, the method used to determine the performance 
of the basin was probably in error. The mass balance equation (12) 
described earlier was used. In the Hittman studies utilization of 
this equation assumes instantaneous flow through the basin. An 
alternative method based on the smallest particles likely to be trapped 
is contained in Table 6. Based on the detention time and average 
depth of flow, the sizes of the smallest particle which will be 
completely trapped may be established. A similar procedure is followed 
to determine the largest size of particles which will not be trapped. 
The percent finer corresponding to these two values gives the likely 
range of the basin trap efficiency. 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF VERIFICATION STUDY 
, Trae Efficiencl:'. (Percent) 
Principal Flow EPA l) DEPOSITS 
Location Spillway Condition Method Model Actual 
Breathitt Co. Perforated Baseline 97.5 
Kentucky 14" diameter 0. 7 cfs 
95 94 
< 97 
(EPA Pond 4) riser 
Kanawaha Co. Drop Inlet Storm 92.3 
West Virginia 3 ft. square 0.47 cfs 97 95 
(EPA Pond 8) < 97 
Monongalia Co. 
I 
Perforated Storm 67 91.3 
West Virginia 24" diameter Peak 1. 01 cfs 83 82 
(EPA Pond 7) riser < 90 
Perry Co. I Perforated Baseline 89.3 Kentucky 24" diameter 0.99 cfs. 90 90 
(EPA Pond 3) I riser < 93 
Columbia 15" Perforated Storm Not 
Maryland 4) riser & 42" Peak Measured 95 95+ 
diameter drop 5.4 cfs 
inlet. 
1) Using equation 5 
2) Using equation 12 
3) Based on% finer of smallest particles trapped. 
4) Source. Joint Construction Sediment Control Project. EPA-660/2-73-035. 
2) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
3) 
"' -""
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Because of the necessity to make several assumptions,the 
sensitivity of the model to variations in these assumptions was 
tested. Based on these studies it is felt that model simulations of 
the trap efficiency are within 2% of the results that would have been 
obtained had no assumptions been necessary. The particle size dis-
tributions for each basin are shown in Figure 20. 
EPA Pond 3 
Pond 3 is a small strip-mining detention basin located in 
Kentucky. Considerable sediment accumulation had occurred during a 
year of operation and the basin geometry could only be approximated 
based on sediment accumulations measured at several places in the 
basin. Although the basin was monitored during a baseline and storm 
event, it was felt a valid simulation could only be made for the 
baseline condition. During the storm event there was flow through 
the emergency spillway and the survey indicates that considerable 
scour occurred on the spillway. A whirlpool action was also observed 
around the riser causing resuspension of deposited sediment. 
The above factors did not occur during the baseline event 
making it suitable for a simulation comparison. No inflow rates 
were available and the simulation was made to conform with the outlet 
conditions. The influent and effluent concentrations were monitored 
every fifteen minutes over a two-hour period. Although most of the 
influent readings were fairly constan~ two readings were considerably 
higher than the others. As the detention time of flow in the basin 
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is longer than 10 hours these two high readings are not reflected 
in the effluent concentrations. The actual basin performance pre-
dicted by equation (12) may therefore be high although it is the 
opinion of the author that there is no correlation between the 
influent and the effluent readings observed during the two-hour 
period. 
Because of the approximations necessary in simulating the 
basin geometry and inflow and outflow conditions several simulations 
were made. The trap efficiency varied between 88-91%. The simula-
tion that appeared to most closely approximate the actual conditions 
gave a result of 90%. Based on the particle size distribution and the 
observed detention time the actual trap efficiency of the basin might 
be expected to be between 88-83%. 
EPA Pond 4 
Pond 4 is a very small structure located in Kentucky. Con-
siderable deposition had occurred making simulation conditions similar 
to those in Pond 3. The pond was found to perform very poorly during 
storm events due to high inflow velocities and high outflow rates 
over the emergency spillway. Because of these factors, only the base-
line event was simulated. 
The baseline event which was monitored occurred shortly after 
a period of high rainfall. It appears that the effluent readings 
observed during a two-hour period reflect the high sediment concentra-
tion associated with a storm event while the influent readings 
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reflect the low concentrations associated with the end of a storm 
event. The trap efficiency determined by equation 12 is therefore 
probably low. 
Simulation results gave a trap efficiency of 93-96% and 
based on the particle size distribution and a detention time of 3 
hours the actual efficiency is probably 94-97%. 
EPA Pond 7 
Pond 7 is a small detention structure located in West 
Virginia. Sediment de.positions were fairly uniform and did not 
exceed 1.5 feet. It was possible therefore, to accurately simulate 
the basin geometry. Because of algae on the riser during the 
baseline event no valid results were collected for this event. During 
the storm event however, the algae was removed by the higher discharge 
rates and conditions were favorable for simulation. As well as re-
cording inflow and outflow rates and concentrations over a four-hour 
period, an additional reading was made the following morning. This 
basin is probably the best documented and the event monitored most 
closely follows the pattern of a typical storm event. 
The trap efficiency predicted by equation 12 for the four-
hour period is 91.3%. This value is probably higher because the 
high concentrations associated with the influent take 8-11 hours 
to reach the outlet. A simulation was made for the entire 16 hour 
period and the model predicted an effluent reading, based on the 
observed influent readings, of 17 mg/1 at 6.00 am on May 16. The 
actual reading recorded was 20 mg/1. Considering the lack of 
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information on flow conditions between 6.00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. it is 
felt that the model simulates the performance of the basin to a high 
degree. 
The model predicts a trap efficiency of 82% and the particle 
size distribution indicates a performance between 79-90%. It may 
be observed that the results on this basin highlight the difficulty 
in using the EPA method based on Camp's (1945) trap efficiency method. 
The discharge during the storm event varied between 0.43-3.3 cfs 
and the EPA method gives a trap efficiency for the lowest discharge 
rate of 83% and an efficiency of 67% for the peak discharge rate. 
In the semi-dry detention structures normally found ~n urban areas 
the changing condition of a very low flow to a high flow is the 
normal operating event for these structures. A composite trap 
efficiency for the design storm is required and as indicated, is not 
readily available with the EPA method. DEPOSITS was used on 
several other storm events and the model method of predicting 
sediment concentrations were tested on this basin and gave trapping 
efficiencies between 79-84%. 
EPA Pond 8 
Pond 8 is located in West Virginia and is a larger structure 
than the other ponds described. It differs also in that it has a 
square drop inlet spillway. Sediment depositions were fairly uniform 
and did not exceed 1.0 foot in much of the basin. A valid comparison 
could not be made for the baseline event because pumping close to the 
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outlet riser caused considerable disturbance of deposited sediment 
giving an observed negative trap efficiency. During the storm event 
no disturbance was observed. 
The storm event was monitored for a period of 5 1/2 hours 
and both the influent and effluent concentrations were observed to 
be very low. Equation 12 predicted a trap efficiency of 92.3%. In 
simulation studies, a trilp efficiency of 94-97% was predicted: 
Because of the nature of the outlet structure, an actual efficiency 
based on the particle size distribution cannot be obtained. The 
maximum efficiency however, will probably not exceed 97% as observ-
ations indicate continuous flow into the basin even during dry 
periods and a maximum detention time of 200 hours. Three percent of 
the particle have a grain size of two microns and require nearly 60 
days to fall a depth of one foot. The average depth of flow was 
observed to be over 7.0 feet. 
Urban Development Pond 
This pond is located in Columbia, Maryland and is described 
in the EPA report "Joint Construction Sediment Control Project" 
(1973). The pond is different from those described earlier in that 
both the watershed and basin do not have steep slopes and the basin 
capacity is considerably larger. The strip-mine basins described 
earlier vary in capacity from 1-10 acre-feet while this basin has 
a maximum design capac~ty of nearly 14 acre-feet. 
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The principal spillway is comprised of a drop inlet and a 
perforated drawdown device. Although many storms were monitored, 
insufficient data is included in the report for valid simulations on 
each event. It is indicated in the report that the overall per-
formance of the basin is probably 95%. A storm event was simulated 
using the drawdown device and a 95% efficiency was predicted. Simu-
lation studies indicate that for baseline conditions or small storm 
events, the efficiency will exceed 95% and during very large storms 
the efficiency will be less than 90%. The report indicates that 
during several storm events efficiencies of 82-86% were observed. 
Unfortunately, no information is provided on these events. The pond 
includes a forebay area and the simulation studies were done on the 
combined structure. 
Discussion 
Although the model has only been compared to the performance 
of five basins, it appears to give a good prediction of the per-
formance of sediment detention basins. The events used in the model 
verification provide a representative sample of the types of basin 
geometry, outlet structures, and flow events normally encountered. 
Results are comparable to those predicted by the EPA method for steady 
flow conditions (baseline events) and appear to present better pre-
dictions for events with widely varying flow conditions. In addition 
to determining the trap efficiency, the model flso provides an 
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estimate of the outflow sediment concentrations and the accumulation 
of sediment deposits in the basin. 
It should be noted that in the EPA report "Effectiveness of 
Surface Mine Sedimentation Ponds", nine basins are described. Only 
those basins that would present a valid simulation comparison have 
been presented in this report. Pond 6, a large flood control and 
recreation structure, may also be suitable although it is indicated 
that considerable deposition occurs at the inlet due to the upstream 
vegetation. The model will be further tested as data on studies 
currently being conducted become available. 
Model Application 
Introduction 
In addition to the simulation tests described earlier, a 
study was conducted to determine the importance of some of the para-
meters which effect the performance of sediment basins. The factors 
studied were: 
1) Particle size. 
2) Outlet design. 
3) Basin geometry. 
4) Magnitude of the storm event, 
All of the studies were performed using the method described 
by Mynear and Haan (1977). A 100 acre watershed with a 6% slope 
and a curve number of 85 was used. All rainfall was simulated over a 
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10-hour period. An example of some of the hydrographs used is 
given in Figure 21. 
Particle Size 
Figure 22 shows the results of simulation studies on the 
effect of particle size on trap efficiency with two basins. The same 
storm event was used in each test and both ponds had identical risers. 
It can be seen that by keeping all factors the same except the particle 
size distribution the trap efficiency is closely related to the 
particle size. The results also illustrate the effect of basin 
geometry on trap efficiency. The larger basin is less susceptible 
to variations in particle size and also has a much higher trap 
efficiency. In all studies conducted with the model it was found 
that the particle size distribution and specifically the percent 
finer than 20 microns were the most critical in determining the per-
formance of a sediment basins. Except in cases where the inflow 
velocity is very high, the distribution above 20 microns has little 
effect on trap efficiency. This means that a standard hydrometer 
analysis is sufficient to give the particle size distributions. 
In the tests performed to obtain Figure 22 the distribution 
below 20 microns was uniform when plotted on semi-log paper (as is 
customary for mechanical analysis results). Tests runs were per-
formed for distributions with 20, 40, 60 and 80 percent by weight 
of the particles less than 20 microns. 
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Figure 22: Effect of particle size on trap efficiency 
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In the large basin approximately 50% of the particles less 
than 20 microns were trapped. While in the small basin, only about 
25% were trapped. 
Basin Geometry and Storm Magnitude 
Figure 23 shows the effect of storm magnitude and basin 
geometry on pond efficiency. An identical riser was used in each 
basin. The stage-discharge curve for this riser is shown in Figure 24 
(curve A) and is the riser used in the particle size study. It should 
be noted that no attempt was made to make the riser conform to any 
particular state code. The trap efficiency has been plotted against 
the maximum stage at the riser during the storm events. Two storm 
events which were used in all the basins have also been plotted. The 
plots indicate that for a large basin the riser can be designed to 
give a fairly consistent performance which is independent of the 
storm event. 
Basins are usually designed for a particular storm event. 
The criteria suggested by the EPA and several states is the 10-year, 
24-hour storm (EPA, 1976). The performance of these basins during 
other storm events has seen little attention. If the storm corres-
ponding to a maximum stage at the riser crest was considered the 
design storm for each basin, it can be seen that the two small bains 
are probably undersized. Studies have shown that most strip mining 
detention basins are undersized. They tend to fill up very quickly 
with sediment yet have poor trap efficiencies during storm events. 
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Outlet Design 
The effect of changing the size of the outlet riser and the num-
ber of perforations in the riser is shown in Figures 25 and 26. It 
can be seen that on a small basin of this nature there is considerable 
variation in performance regardless of the riser design. The reason 
however, is not solely in the size of the basin, but in the nature 
of the stage-area curve. In small shallow basins, it was found 
that there was considerably less variation than in the steeply sloping 
strip mine basins used in the simulations. It should be noted that 
the small strip mine basins used in all these studies were based on 
the basins used in the verification studies. Their geometry is 
therefore not untypical. The construction site basin is similar to 
that found in the verification study as well. 
Sediment Accumulation 
The effect of loss in capacity due to sediment deposition 
is illustrated in Figure 25. Sediment accumulation was simulated 
by using three different sizes of storm events in a 21-storm cycle. 
A similar process was followed on the larger basin except four 
storms in a 32-storm cycle were used. The results on the small basin 
indicate a gradual decrease in efficiency with reduced capacity. This 
is probably typical of most small basins with steep slopes and indi-
cates that the design criteria should be based on some future basin 
geometry rather than that existing at construction. Alternatively, 
the basin should be designed to initially give sediment concentra-
tions lower than the maximum design concentrations. 
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The large basin indicates a gradual increase in efficiency 
followed by a steady decrease in efficiency. The increase is due to 
the shallower depths required for the same storage as the basin 
"channel" is filled. However, as deposition continues the dis-
charge rates for the same size storms are increased resulting in 
shorter detention times. A point is reached where the efficiency 
begins to decrease. One of the advantages of the model is that it 
can be used to indicate at which capacity the basin should be 
cleaned. The results described above assumed the use of a gravel 
filter around the riser preventing clogging of the riser perfora-
tions. Figures 25 and 26 also show the results obtained allowing for 
clogging as the sediment accumulated. It may appear at first glance 
that clogging is desirable; both basins show improved trap efficiency 
with sediment accumulations. This result however, is deceptive. In 
the smaller basin for example, safe passage of the 6.7 acre-ft storm 
event was possible through the principal spillway, after a 45% reduc-
tion in capacity, when using a filter. Without the use of a filter 
flow through the emergency spillway would have occurred after a 35% 
reduction in capacity. The improved trap efficiency is provided by 
the increased detention time obtained through the reduced hydraulic 
performance of the riser. 
Figures 27 and 28 show the effect of sediment accumulation on 
the stage-area and stage-capacity curves. In this example sediment 
accumulation of nearly 4 feet have occurred at the bottom of the 
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basin. The stage-area curved has been "smoothed" according to the 
criteria described in the model description. Deposition however, is 
not uniform across the basin-bed as indicated by the wavy nature of 
the stage-area curve. Three distinct areas of deposition are indi-
cated and correspond to the three storms used in the deposition 
simulation. The model maintains the deposition pattern associated 
with each storm event within 3% of the incremental volume change pre-
dicted by the model in the trap efficiency and effluent concentration 
calculations. On the four sediment accumulation cycles described 
previously the volume of sediment deposited was within 1.0% of that 
predicted by the trap efficiency computations. 
Influent and Effluent Sedimentgraphs. 
Much of the current legislation associated with waterborne 
sediment transport is written in terms of allowable sediment concen-
trations. The DEPOSITS model provides for the prediction of effluent 
sediment concentrations. Figure 29 shows the inflow and outflow 
hydrographs of a typical storm routing and their associated sediment-
graphs. It should be noted that the model provides an average sedi-
ment concentration for each outflow routing increment. In the basic 
output this value at each plug time is given. Some smoothing due to 
the values not being instantaneous and not all being provided in the 
output is required. Normally the peak sediment concentrations rather 
than the actual shape of the curves are of importance. The curves 
however, do provide a guide to the use of chemical flocculating agents 
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and drawdown devices. The rate of reduction in high concentrations 
is also of importance. High concentrations over a small time period 
may be acceptable but continuous high values indicate the need of a 
better design. 

CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The study of the methods available to determine the ef-
ficiency of sediment detention structures indicated a need for a 
better method. Most of the methods available were either developed 
for large reservoirs or basins with steady flow rates. None of the 
current methods provide a knowledge of effluent sediment concentra-
tions. Most of the current federal and state legislation pertaining 
to sediment pollution are written in terms of allowable sediment 
concentrations rather than trap efficiencies. The current methods 
are also unable to predict the variation of efficiency in sediment 
basins due to the loss of capacity resulting from sediment deposi-
tion. DEPOSITS, the conceptual model developed in this report, 
has the ability to ascertain the trap efficiency, sediment concentra-
tions and the effect of sediment depositions on the basin performance. 
Based on the available data, it appears that the model offers 
a good indicator of a basin's performance. The model will not work 
well for poorly designed basins with highly turbulent flow and short-
circuiting. It is anticipated however, that most basins are designed 
to eliminate or greatly reduce these factors. The model is not 
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limited by a particular basin geometry or outlet structure and ac-
counts for the inflow sediment graph and the sediment particle 
characteristics. 
Based on simulation tests with the model, the following 
factors were found to be important in the design of a sediment 
detention structure: 
1) Basin geometry 
2) Inflow hydrograph 
3) Sedimentgraph , 
4) Particle characteristics 
5) Discharge curve 
6) Outlet design 
7) Sediment accumulation. 
As indicated in the report, these factors have been ascertained 
by other research but no method has been available to determine their 
importance. In predicting the performance of a basin, knowledge of 
the sediment faction less than 20 microns is essential. 
When monitoring sediment basins, care should be taken in 
selecting sampling points. If samples are taken upstream of the 
structure, the course fraction will be considerably higher than that 
obtained near the inlet. Representative samples should be collected 
for a variety of storm conditions. On a given watershed the sediment 
concentrations and particle size distribution will vary with the 
intensity of the storm event. 
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Determining the size of sediment particles is very difficult. 
Aggregation and flocculation are both likely to occur. The degree 
to which they occur depends on the storm event, watershed conditions 
and the chemical composition of the inflow and the colloidal particles. 
If the flow contains a high amount of colloidal material, the vis-
cosity of the flow is altered (Kao, 1976). 
The performance of a basin can be altered considerably by 
the outlet design. Preliminary results indicate that for large basins 
an optimum discharge c?rve can be developed to give a constant trap 
efficiency for the basin. The riser is usually designed based on the 
magnitude of the design storm with little regard to the required 
water quality. Provision of a gravel envelop around the riser or 
redesign of the riser perforations can greatly improve the basin per-
formance. Current legislation usually requires a uniform spacing of 
identically sized perforations. Preliminary studies indicate that the 
basin efficiency may be improved by 2-3% by altering the spacing or 
perforation sizes to allow more withdrawal from the cleaner surface 
flow. The model provides for selective withdrawal from four stratas 
with different sediment concentrations. Unless highly turbulent flow 
occurs, stratification normally takes place in a reservoir. 
Although directed towards the design of sediment basins, the 
model may be applied to flood control and water supply reservoirs. 
In water supply and recreation facilities, the objectives, however, 
would be different. Normally, the main design.criteria in these 
structures is to determine the minimum sediment storage required 
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and to improve the design to reduce the trap efficiency. In such 
structures it may be desirable to allow selective withdrawal from 
near the basin bed. It is felt that the objectives of the research 
have been accomplished and that the conceptual model provides not 
only a means for studying the factors affecting a basin's performance, 
but is also a viable design method. Considerable research is still 
required as indicated in the following recommendations. 
Recommendations 
More studies similar to those conducted by Hittman Associates 
(EPA, 1976) are required. The basin needs to be monitored for longer 
periods (continuously if possible) and several storm events of dif-
ferent intensity need to be monitored. Knowledge of the volume of 
sediment reaching reservoirs and detention structures is still very 
limited and is probably the biggest drawback in developing a suitable 
design criteria. The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USDA, 1975) 
may be modified for local conditions but a considerable collection of 
data over a long period is required. More research is required in 
developing better predictive equations. 
Sizing of sediment particles remains a major problem. The 
volume of sediment reaching a detention structure and the rate of 
settlement is dependent on the particle sizes, aggregation and 
flocculation. Considerable research is required in this area. 
Research into the improvement of inlet and outlet structures 
is needed. Inlets should be designed to dissipate the flow thus 
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reducing turbulence, bed scour and the likelihood of short-circuiting. 
Outlets need to be designed to provide selective withdrawal and to 
prevent clogging of the perforations. Algae often form on the 
riser and greatly affect the basin performance. Methods to control 
the development of algae are required. It appears that current 
regulations on riser design need to be made sufficiently flexible 
to allow for the control of sediment concentrations as well as the 
design hydraulics. 
Further studies into the effect of the colloidal content of 
sediment flow are required. Perhaps a Theory of Colloidal Settling 
and Colloidal Flow needs to be developed. Chemical manipulation of 
sediment deposition on a mass scale appears economically unfeasible 
but further research may show that selective use of chemicals is 
economically beneficial. 
The collection of data is of prime importance but experience 
indicates it is not an easy task. More research is required into 
better sampling methods. With better data, better methods can more 
readily be developed. 
A better design method is still required. The model presented 
in this paper is of wider scope and presents a better design method 
than those methods currently available, but does not adequately describe 
the flow conditions within the basin. A model which allows for partial 
mixing within the basin is required. It is felt that development of 
such a model will be very difficult and will probably require extensive 
field studies on a number of basins. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERK 
ACOUT = ACCUMULATED DISCHARGE FROM THE RESERVOIR. (ACRE-FEET> 
AREA= tiASIN SURFACE AREA AT EACH STAGE POINT• I ACRE SI 
AREAS = OE SIGN BAS IN SURFACE AREA AT EACH STAGE POINT. I ACRES I 
ARE AA = SURFACE AREA OF EACH PLUG. C.<CRESI 
AREAB = SURFACE AREA OF SECOND PLUG LAYER. IACRE51 
AREAC = SURFACE AREA OF THIRD PLUC LAYER. (ACRES I 
AREAD = SURFACE AREA OF BOTTOM PLUG LAYER. I ACRES) 
ARO LO = SURFACE AREA AT EACff STA<;E PU!Nl ~RtOR TO DEPOSITION• Lf.C R.fS) 
AVOPTH = AVERAGE OEPlH AT EACH ~ UGE POINT. (FEET) 
AVSTG: AVERAGE DEPTH AT EACH ]NFLOW Tl~E~ tF!ET) 
CAPACA = BASIN CAPACITY AT EACH lNFLOW llMEo !ACRE-FEET) 
CAPAC - DESIGN CAPAC !TY OF HIE B ISHI AT EACH STAGE VALL'f• IAC~ E··Fr-r,1) 
CAP CO • DESIGN CAPAC ITV OF THE BASJr1 AT EACH SlAGE VALUE. (ACRE··FfE-r I 
CAPAC • BASIN CAPACITY AT me ef,; INH[~·JG OF EACH STCIRM '.:'/~ ~jT • C ACRE-r-T) 
CAPNW = BASIN CAPACITY t~FT'ER. OEPOSJTtr.N. ( ,\CRE-FEETl 
CON Sm = CONTROL VARIABLE OElERMI~l!NG THI: trlPUT (Jf A OU"fFLOII D(PTlf 
OISTRrnuno~ 
COUSEO = CONTROL VARIABLE OETERM!NING HIE lNPUT OF l'IFLUE>iT C!JNCENTliH?Oli~. 
OELPLG = PLUG T !ME INCREMENT• (MCIJ~S) 
DEL TAT = INFLO~ HYDROGRAPtf TIME INCRF.~~NT • I >!OURS)• 
DENSTY = DENSITY OF THE SEOIM[NT OEraS!TS. 
OEPOST = CON-rROL VARIABLE OETF.f.MINli'lC. USE OF THE DEPOSITION OPT[OII. 
DEPTH:-:: AVE-RAGE DEPTII OIJR1riG DETE~11Cri: or- E!.CU Pl.VG. (FEET} 
OEPTHl = DEPTU OF THE Sf:CONO Pl.UG LA'IZ~. lfF.::·;J 
DEPTH2 := DEPTH OF Tl-IE 'iHIRO PLUG L,\YEfl,. (fEF.T) 
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OEPTH3 = DEPTH OF THE OOTTOM PLUG LAYER, IFE~TI 
DETTME = DETENTION TIME OF EACH PLUG, IHOUR5t 
DISCH= DISCHARGE RATE AT EAClt STAGE VALUE, ICFSI 
DISCHA = DESIGN DISCHARGE RATE AT EACH STAGE VALUE, ICFSI 
DIAMTR = PARTICLE SIZE HITH A FALL VELOCITY VELOC. IMMI 
OPTH = OEPHI VALUES ON THE OUTFLDII DISTRIRUTION CURVE. IFEHt 
EFLNT = EFFLUENT ~ONCENTRATION FOR EACH GUTFLON INCR~MENT. IMG/LI 
FALL• REQUIRED DEPTH OF SETHING. IFEETI 
FILTER = CONTROL VARIABLE DETERMINHIG THE USE OF A FILTER ON THE OUTLET 
STRUCTURE 
FIX = CORRECTION FACTOR TO Al.LOW F~R SHORT-CIRCIJITI>IG AelO FLOCCULATJO'I, 
FLO\I • CONTROL VARIABLE DETERMINING THE INPUT Df A OUTFLO\I DEPTll 
DISTRrnUTION. 
INFLOW= INFLOW RATES AT EACH INFLOW TIME. ICFSt 
M = NUMBER OF INFLOW VALUES 
HASS= MASS OF SEDIMENT ENTERING THE BASIN. iTC~!tl 
HP = NUMBER OF OUTFLOW DIST~IGUTION r,y;·H UEPTH VALt.:E:S. 
N • NUMBER OF STAGE VALUES, 
MS = NUMBER OF OUTFLOII ROUTING VALUES. 
NS• NUM3ER OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION VALUES. 
Nr-LNT = THE INFLUENT CONCENTR:'l.l!,:l~lS .~T f:ACt-t It·!FLOi' P..OUTlt-:G POt\'T. !Mb/ll 
NS TORM = cor~TROL VARIABLE DETER1'1INING TMt NUMBER OF STOR,-s E•/[:NTS. 
OUTFLl = OUTFLOW DISTRIOUTION FOR THE ·rop PLUG L.\"/ER AT l:,\CH 01:PTH. ,~, 
OUTFL2 = QIJTFLOH DI STR IaUTIO<·I fO;'{ Tl-IF. St:COi·lD PLUG D~PT~. I t I 
OUTFL3 ~ OUTFLOW DI ST~I BUT ION 1:oR TME THTRO Fll.1G :_;."'."[~;, r Y. l 
OUTFL4 = OUT:=LOW O I STRIBUTIO[J r-oR. THE BO"!'TOM PLUG LA'l'ER. ( ~{) 
PCT = PERCENT OF SEDIME>IT REf-it,.J~~ING IN ~U.5PENSION ; ~, ~ ic>-; Ll',Yf~~ 1%1 
PEAK!~• PEAK !~FLOW RATE. ICFSI 
PERCNT Z FINER AT EACH PARTICLE SIZE DIAMTR. Ill 
PERCT = PERCENT OF PI-.RTICLf:S CAP1\l1ll: OF ::All.li'JG i"HE P.f:SP~CllV!: J.:NOrr:.\'iCO 
OE?TH DUR.ING ·rHE PLUG DC:T;'.;NTION T!~if.. 
PLGCErJ =THE.AVERAGE TIME OtJ~TiJG rHE F-LU(; Gt.iiFLO',,'., i:1a1J~j,) 
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PLGTME = THE TIME OF OUTFLOII FOR EACH PLUG. (l!OIJRSI 
PLGVOL = THE VOLUME OF EACH PLUG. (ACRE-FEET) 
SEO = PERCENT OF THE TOTAL SEDIMENT INFLOW CONTAINED xr, EACH PLUG LAYER 
SEDEND = TOTAL PERCENT OF SEDIMENT DISCHARGED AFTER EACH PLUG ~AS B(EN 
DISCIIARGED. fl) 
SEDMNT • PROPORTION OF SEDIMENT ASSOCIATED WITH EACII INFLOW lNCR(HENTo 
SEDOUT = FRACTION OF SEDIMENT CONTAINED IN EACH PLUG. 
SEDPLG = PERCENT OF SEDIMENT D!SCliARGEO IN EACH PLUG. (11 
SEDTOT • ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF SEDIMENT FLOWING INTO THE RESERVO!Ro 
SEDT • ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF SEDIMENT ASSOCIATED liIT;! THE OUTFLUWo 
SG = SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE SEDIMENT PARTICLES. 
SIZE = PARTICLE SIZE. (MM) 
STAGE• DEPTH OF FLOW AT THE RISER. (FEETI 
STAGEA = STAGE AT EACll ROUTING T.NE. (Fen) 
STAGO = STAGE AT OUTFLOW• (FEcTI 
STAG= STAGE VALUES .PRIOR TO EACH STORM EVE;Hc IFHTl 
STAR::A = AREA UNOER THE AVERAGE OEPTH-T!~E CURVE., 
STARTV = VOLW·IE OF INFLOW U >HE START OF THE ROUTING CYCLE. (ACRE-f'EETI 
STGIN = STAGE DURING INFLOW or THE PLUG. lfEETI 
STGOUT = STAGE DURING THE PLUG OUTfl.:n,. (F(ET; 
STGl = DESIGN STAGE VALUES. (FEET) 
STP = ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF DIJTFLOH. ( ACRf-r(ETI 
5TPV = ACCUMULATED INFLOW Al TiME Tlo (ftCRE-FEETI 
TMEIN = HME DURING lNFLO\lo (HOURS l 
TRAP= TRAP EFFICIENCY. Iii 
TRP ~CONTROL.VARIABLE SPECIFYING A DESIRED TRP EFFfCIENCY. (¥) 
Tl• INFLOW TIM~. (HOURS) 
VELOC = FALL VELOC !TY. ( FEH {}!OU~) 
VISCOS = VISCOSITY OF THE FLm;. ICH. SQ./SECI 
\!QL = VOlUME nF EACH PLUG L,\Yrn. (.\(RE··FECTI 
VOLA; VOLUME nF EACH PLUG. {ACRE-FEET) 
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VOLB • VOLUME OF FLOW BELOW THE SECOND PLUG LAYER. IACRE-FEETI 
VOLE • VDLUi'IE BELOW THE TMIRO PLUG LA'IERo IACRE-FEETI 
VOLC = VOLUME OF EACH LAYER ALLDWJNG SETTLING INTO THE NEXT LAYER. 
VOLIN • VOLUME OF lNFLOil ACCOUNTED FOR AFTER EACH PLUG DISCHARGE. 
VDLOUT • FRACTION OF SEDIMENT ACCOUNTED FDR AFTER EACH PLUG DISCHARGE 
VOLTHE = AVERAGE TIHE DURING INFLOW. 
THEIN• THE TIME OF INFLOW OF EACH PLUG. IHOURSI 
VOLUME• VOLUME OF INFLOW DURING EACH INFLOW TIME INCREMENT. (aCRE-FEETI 
Xl(J)=CAPACIJI-OISCHIJl/2.0*DELTAT•o.os204 
X21Jl•CAPACIJl+DISCHIJl/2.0*DELTAT•0.08264 
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User's Guide to the DEPOSITS Computer Program 
General 
The purpose of this guide is to facilitate use of the DEPOSITS 
Model. With a view to meeting most design criteria, considerable 
flexibility has been incorporated into the use of the program. Options 
are made available to the user through the use of several control 
variables. A glossary of terms is contained in Appendix A and a 
listing of the program is given in Appendix c. An outline of each 
data card is provided in this section. 
Card 1 
The first data card contains most of the control variables 
required in the model. The following variables should be entered 
in the appropriate columns. 
NSTORM (Columns 1-8) 
NSTORM is the number of inflow events required. It has been 
incorporated into the model to provide for sediment accumulation in 
a basin through routing of multiple storm events. NSTORM is a real 
number and, if only one storm event is to be routed through the basin, 
a value of 1.0 should be entered in columns 1-8. 
CONSED (Columns 9-16) 
CONSED is a control variable determining the calculation 
of the inflow sediment concentrations. If the influent sediment 
concentrations are to be entered on data cards, a value of 2.0 should 
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be entered in columns 9-17. If the concentrations are to be ap-
proximated by the model, a value other than 2.0 must be entered. 
DEPOST (Columns 17-24) 
DEPOST is the control variable determining the use of the 
deposition option. If the change in basin geometry due to sediment 
deposition is required, a value of 2.0 should be entered. The 
deposition option may only be selected if the mass of sediment enter-
ing the structure is entered in the input data. 
MASS (Columns 25-32) 
MASS is the total mass of sediment (tons) entering the basin 
during each storm event. If no estimate is known, a value of 0.0 
may be entered. In this event the model cannot determine sediment 
accumulations and will only determine effluent concentrations if the 
influent concentrations are entered on the appropriate data cards. 
FLOW (Columns 33-40) 
FLOW is the control variable determining the desired outflow 
conditions. If the discharge distribution with depth is entered as 
an input on the appropriate data cards, a value of 2.0 should be 
entered for the FLOW value. 
TRP (Columns 41-48) 
TRP is a control variable providing simultaneous testing of 
several outlet structures. If a desired trap efficiency is required, 
it should be entered as the TRP value(%). If the model determines 
a trap efficiency less than this value, it will seek additional input 
data beginning with the discharge curve. The model will continue to 
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seek such data until either the value of TRP is reached or until no 
further data are provided. If TRP has a value less than or equal to 
1.0, it will not seek additional data. It should be noted that 
NSTORM and TRP may not exceed 1.0 simultaneously. If the performance 
of several outlet structures are to be tested, a value of 100.0 
for TRP will automatically initiate reading of all data cards. 
FILTER (Columns 49-56) 
Deposition accumulations may be determined either by assuming 
clogging of riser perforations with sediment or else the use of a 
gravel filter. If a filter is used, a value of 2.0 should be entered. 
In this case the model assumes the initial stage-discharge curve is 
not affected by deposition. Entering of another value for FILTER 
will give a new stage-discharge curve dependent on the actual depth 
of water at the riser. 
DENSTY (Columns 57-64) 
The density of the sediment depositions should be entered 
for the value of DENSTY. A guide to the choice of a suitable value 
for the density of sediment deposits is contained in the Model 
description. 
SG (Columns 65-72) 
SG is the specific gravity of the sediment particles. The 
value of SG will usually range from 2.6 - 2.8. 
VISCOS (Columns 72-80 
VISCOS is the viscosity of the flow in cm2/sec. All the 
values entered on this card are real and may be entered anywhere within 
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the defined column range. If no value is specified for a control 
variable (CONSED, DEPOST, FLOW, TRP, FILTER) in the above description, 
any value may be chosen but it is recommended that the value 1.0 be 
employed. 
Card 2 
The second card contains the remaining control variables and 
the variables determining the input of the remaining data. Care 
should be taken in the entry of values on this card. The first five 
values are all integers and must be entered such that the last digit 
of each number is entered in the last column of the defined column 
range. 
MP (Columns 1-8) 
MP is the number of outflow distribution points. If no out-
flow distribution values are to be entered, MP should be made equal 
to N (the number of stage points). 
M (Columns 9-16) 
Mis the number of inflow hydrograph values. 
N (Columns 17-24) 
N is the number of stage-area and stage-discharge points. 
NS (Columns 25-32 
NS is the number of particle size distribution points. NS may 
not exceed 12 for correct listing in the output. 
MS (Columns 25-32) 
MS is the number of outflow hydrograph points. The value of 
MS may not exceed 400. 
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DELTAT (Columns 33-40) 
DELTAT is the time increment (hours) of the inflow values. 
DELPLG (Columns 41-48) 
DELPLG is the time increment of the outflow plug routing. 
The following restrictions are placed on the selection of MS, 
DELTAT, and DELPLG: 
1) MS less than 400. 
2) DELPLG divided by DELTAT is an integer. 
3) MS divided by the ratio given by (2) is also an integer. 
FIX (Columns 49-56) 
FIX is a correction factor to account for short-circuiting 
and flocculation. Normally a value of 1.0 should be entered. Choice 
of another value is described in the model description. 
Card 3 
Card 3 contains the input of the% finer values (PERCNT) 
determined from the particle size distribution. Entery of all subse-
quent input has the same input format and provides for entry of 10 
values on each card. Each value may be entered in a field of 8 columns 
as described for the first two cards. All values however, are real. 
The order of input must be the same as that contained in this descrip-
tion. Because subsequent input of each variable may necessitate the 
use of several cards, input will no longer be described by the card 
number. 
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Particle Size (SIZE) 
The particles sizes corresponding to the values of PERCNT are 
entered on the next card (or cards). Ten values may be contained on 
each card. Values are in millimeters. 
Stage Values (STGI) 
The stage values at the riser determining the stage-area 
and stage-discharge curves are entered on the next cards. Stage 
values are in feet and the smaller the stage interval the better the 
accuracy. 
Area Values (AREA) 
The area values (acres) corresponding to the stage values 
entered on the previous cards should now be entered. 
Discharge Values (DISCHB) 
The values of the outflow rates (cfs) corresponding to the 
defined stage points are entered. It should be remembered that a 
maximum of 10 values may be entered on each card. 
Inflow Hydrograph Values (INFLOW) 
Prior to entering the inflow values, cards 1 and 2 must be 
duplicated. The duplication is necessary because of the provision 
of the NSTORM option. When multiple storms are routed through the 
reservoir, some of the values on cards 1 and 2 may vary with each 
storm. 
The inflow rates (cfs) should now be entered. The interval 
between each point has previously been specified by the value DELTAT. 
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The above description completes the entry of required input. 
The following input depends on the choice of the control variables 
previously described. 
Influent Sediment Concentrations (GONGED) 
If the control value CONSED is 2.0, values for the inflow 
sediment concentrations corresponding to each inflow point must be 
entered. Values must be given in mg/1. 
Outflow Distribution with Depth (OUTFL) 
If FLOW equals 2.0, values of the outflow distribution 
associated with each layer and the depths for which they are defined 
must be entered. The values of the depth (DEPTH) must be entered. 
The maximum and minimum values of the depth must be the same as the 
maximum and minimum value of the stage value. 
The number of points, MP, has previously been entered on card 2. The 
order of entry of the outflow distributions is as follows: 
1) OUTFL 1 - values for the top plug layer. 
2) OUTFL 2 - values for the second plug layer. 
3) OUTFL 3 - values for the third plug layer. 
4) OUTFL 4 - values for the bottom layer. 
A more detailed description of these variables may be found 
in the Model description. 
If TRP has a value greater than 1.0, the required output 
cards starting with the discharge values (DISCHB) must be repeated 
using the desired input events. If NSTORM is greater than 1.0, 
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only the desired input starting with the repetition of cards 1 and 
2 is required. This procedure is probably better understood by 
studying the program listing. 
A sample of the output is contained in Appendix D. Only 
those options which appeared most suitable in utilizing the DEPOSITS 
Model as a design method have been incorporated in the program. 
Additional output data and simulation of basin conditions can easily 
be obtained by the addition of appropriate logic statements in the 
program. 
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l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
I ! 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
l~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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LIST OF THE DEPOSITS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
THE DEPOSITS COMPUTER PROGRAM IS A S[HULATION MODEL TO DETERMIN~ THE 
PERFORMANCE OF A SEDI~ENT DETEflTlON GASIN. THE ~OOFL HTL!. DETERMIN~ T 
9ASIN THAP EFFICIENCY, SEDIMH!T DEPOSITION PATTERN !'I THE RESERVOIR 
ANO THE EFFLUENT SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS FOR A GIVEN STORN EVENT, 
D !MH/S ION PERCN Tl I 00 I , X !( 400 >,~:2 1400 I, SE OP LG 1100 l 
Ol~E~S!ON OEPTHIIIOOJ,OEPTH2IIOOl,OEPTH3(100) 
DHlctlSIDN AREAll!OOl ,AROLO(IOOJ,C,IPl·J~(lOOJ 
I) I MFfl SI ON ST P ( ·,. 00) , AV DE P ( I+ 00 ) , S l: DT ( ltOO ) , SE OF t!D ( l 00 ) r ['){: p·rH I 400 ) 
DIMEr~s ION -"CTNF!..1400 It VOLLl~II: f ..:.00 J J STAR TV( LiOO) 1 S'f PV ( l,l)Q) ,ST AGE A ( 4t00) 
l ) , CAP,\ CA ( 400) , Tl f '4 00 ) , 0 IS CHA ( L.QQ I , ST AG F ( l 00 l • CAP AC ( '• 00 I , 0 ! SCH f ~00) 
DI HENS I ON NFLN TI '100) , E FLNT { 100), AR EA SI 50 J, CAPCO f ',00 i ,CG~~CF.0{ ·'+00) 
OIME~!~ION AREAAllOOl,~READ(lCO),AREAC(lOO),AR~AOflOO) 
DIMENSJ~N VDL(4,100),SEOl4,10C),VELOC(4,l00),FALLC4,l00} 1 VOLCC4,100 
10) ,Di:P It.., 100) ,PC"f 14, 100), pr:rs.crf 1 ... , 100) 
O I MENS 1 ON SI Zt: { 50} .OUTF l 1 ( '.iO} ~ ~j'.}T~ l? I sol ,cur;:!. 3 f 50}, f)t tTFllt ( ~o J 
DIMENSION STG1(50),0!SCHS(50~,A~E~f30~rDFT!i(501,I~fLC~l~OO),VELCC50 
IOI 
DIME~SION AVO~TH(400},AVSTGf~OCl,S'fGIN(400),Sl.~OtlTf4001,STAGO(ICO), 
O!MENS!ON ST~REAC400),STC~Rl~00),~CeGT!~C0),VtJLCUTC4DO),~LGVOL(lOO 
1), PLGTnE ( too J, VOLi N( 100), ·:;·'.E 1 (,J{ ! Cil J ,:1F. TT:1E 11(\01, P!.GC ErJ ( 100) 
DJM1;~;$ION VOLTME(lOO),SEC,'·\~(l(.'.tCOl,$EOfOT(40()!,S~t'CUT(400) . 
OIME~IS.ION VOL/\ClOO),VOLH!!OO),Vllll:f!OC),VOlUilOO) 
DIMENSION DlAMTRf4,100),STA~(l00) 
REAL OUTFL1,0UTFL2,0UTFL3,0UTFL4 
REAL NFLNT,M~SS 1 111FLOW,NS10RM 
READ(5,000}NSTOR~,CCNSED,OEPU$T,MASS,FlOi:,T~P,FltlER 1 0~NSTY,$G,VIS 
!COS 
19 READ(5,75l)MP1~,N,NS,M~9DELTAT,D(LPLC,FIX 
20 751 FORl1AT(5J8,3F8.0J 
21 REA0(5,8DOJIPERCNTINLl,Nl•l,~5) 
22 READ(S,800) ($17.EINL),NL=l. 1 1!$) 
23 P.EAD{5,000)IS.(Gl(IJ,1=1PNJ 
.:::·':- ~CI.D(5,8CO}(ARl::ASl!),1=1,N ) 
25 50 REA0(5,800)(D!SCHOII),l=l,N) 
26 BOO FORHAl(JQFB.Ol 
Z.7 0071=1,fl 
20 AREAi! !•AREAS( II 
29 DISCH(ll•DISC>rnlt) 
30 ST,IGE Ill •STGI I I I 
31 1 CrlilTif·'l.JE 
32 91 NNN•NSTOR~ 
33 DO 717 IM=-1,t'itltl 
34 R!:f-.D 15, B 00 )tJ$TrJRM, COHS[i)p D[PO~ l ,i·;.4$S ,r= lOJ;, ~·~-i', Ff LT:'.:~ .o:::-.,~ i'Y, ~( •• v ! S 
35 
36 
!COS 
R!:AD I 5, 751 }MP ,M ~N ,NS, MS tl):~ 1.1' AT ,ilFI.PLG, Fl X 
~EA[l{~ 1 800J I INFLOHt I) ,1~1,H) 
37 
30 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
41, 
1, 5 
46 
47 
48 
,,9 
50 
5! 
52 
53 
51, 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
12 
n 
611 
8 
11 
6 
34 
31 
OD 12 1=1,N 
!.ROl.01!):::,\~fA{IJ 
5TAGIJJ•51AGE(IJ 
CO~lT l nu E 
CAPCOi l) =o~o 
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IFl([H!~f.O . .,EOa2 .. 0) GO TO 17 
GO TO bl l 
REAO(S,OOO)fCONCED(I),I=l,H) 
Cfh'IT I,•:uE 
PC,\!< I:J-=O .0 
D08J-·.·l,i'1 
IFIJNFLOUIJI.GT.PEAK!NJrEAK!N•IIIFLCWIJJ 
CONT JUUE 
00 11 l•l,N 
DP'ftllI)~STGll!) 
CC,'Jl INUE 
I~-:{FL0';-1 .. EQ.2.0I GO TO 34 
011 6 1=1,1'1P 
filJTFLl I l )•25.0 
(11J T Fl 2 I 1 l •, 5. 0 
OUHL31 I 1•2~.0 
DUHL',( I l•25 .o 
corn 1 ,iu E 
Gn TO 31 
CO NT I ~;U E 
RE/,0(5,3001 COPTHI I) ,I=l,~\P} 
R it AO ( 5 , 0 00 ) ( nu T FL 1 ( I ) , I= 1, MP' ) 
REA0(5,BOO)~UlJTFL21I),I=l,MPJ 
Rf AO ( 5 , 3 00 l I G'JT FL 3 ( I ) 7 I= l , HP I 
REA0!5,800)(0UTFL4(1),I=1 1 HP1 
CCNT li:UE 
68 AVOFP(l)=O.O 
b9 Xlll)=O.O 
70 X21ll•O.O 
11 cAr,,cft >=o.o 
72 (.\PN',l(ll=O.O 
7) ,\VOPTH ( 1 l=Oc-0 
74 DO 10 J:::2,N . 
15 CAPAC{J)=(AREA(J)+AilEA[J-li)*{SfAGE(Jl-STACEIJ-1))/2.G•CA?AC(J-l) 
16 c .... rt,JH{J):-.::(Al'ACfJ) 
C AVD::>TH= il.'/ER!.GE DEPTH FOR A GIVE1J STAGE" 
77 X 1 ( J l ::C ,\ PAC ( .J ) - ( DI SCH ( ~I I /2 .O ) * OF LT A. T ~ b O?; 26 It 
7 8 X /. ( ,J ) :: C AP AC l JI ,. (DI SCH ( J ) / 2 .~O J::.. 01: LT-~ "i ~ j OB?. b 4 
1? C .\ re O I .J ) = I ,\R, EA S ( J >-+ARE,, Sf J ~· l ) J * ( ST G 1 f .J 1-:; T G l I J- t l ~ /2 .o +C:. P ca ( J-l J 
BO 10 CntJT!i,uE 
Bl ,.vsrr.11 >•o.o 
82 
ll3 
a,, 
85 
86 
87 
88 
39 
90 
91 
n 
93 
9,, 
95 
SF.Dt·::·J"I 11 i=O«O 
SeOliH I\ J=O.O 
Sf:OOUT( l )::O.O 
STP[ l)c-.Q.,O 
l,C:r,FL\ 1 J=OoO 
/'\/1::.11 ~ l 
or.1 20 J:::2,N 
SlJfl!=.O.() 
su:·1:::-:0~0 
DO Jr) .J:::2,I 
!1-1.'J~f:AIJl.,[0.,,\P.f:h.{J·-.l)l f,(l TO 15 
DEf"O-=ST ,\Gl: 11 J- f STAf,E I J) ·•Sf :.G[ f J--l I l /?..O 
su:1_1;.:._li=_ P0·~·>-2 .,()•) ( /\f!F!. I J )-AR!:,\ r J-- l i) +SUH 1 
sun2 .::I)[: P 0-> ( AR l: A I J) -f1_!{ lid .J-· l l i -~~U;-:2 
109 
96 30 CONTINUE 
97 IFISuM2.LE.O.O) GO TO 63 
98 AVOPTH( I }-=-SUMl/SUMZ 
99 GO TO 69 
100 63 AVOPTHI I l=O.O 
101 69 CONTINUE 
102 20 CONTINUE 
103 GO TO 21 
104 15 00 16 J=2,N 
105 AVDEP{J)=ICAPACIJ-ll•AVOEPIJ-l)+ICAPIC{JI-CAPACIJ-lll•ISTAGEIJ)+ST 
IAGEIJ-1))/2.0)/CAPICIJ) 
106 AVOPTIIIJ)=ISTAGEIJ)-AVOEPIJ))•2.0 
107 16 CONT!r;UE 
108 21 CONTINUE 
109 DO 99 l=M,'1,HS 
110 [MFLO\H 1 )=OeO 
Ill 99 CONTINUE 
112 VOLUI\E 11 l=O.O 
113 DO 40 1=2,MS 
ll4 AC HJFL I I l=ACI NFLI 1-1) + 11 IrlFL0\1 ( 1-1) + HI FLOH {I)) 12 .o l•OE LT A1'•.0B264 
115 VOLUMEl!)=ACINFLl!l-ACINFLll-1) 
116 40 CONTINUE 
117 STARE Al 1 J=OoO 
118 STGARl!l=O.O 
119 SHHVll l=O.O 
120 STAGEAll)=OoO 
121 CAPACAll)=O.O 
122 DI SCHA{ 1 )=O.O 
123 Tl 11)=0 .o 
lt''• i~~=(MSl/(DELPLG/DELTAT) 
125 PEAK=O,O 
126 00 95 I =MM ,MS. 
· 127 CONCEU t 1 ):--.Q.,O 
128 95 CONTINUE 
129 00 60 J=2,HS 
130 IF ICOIISED oEO.ZoOl GO TO 632 
Ill SEDNNTIJJ=IVOLUHE(Jl**ZoOl 
132 GO TO 23 
133 632 SEOl1NClJ)=(CONCEDIJ)+CGNCE~(.;-Ill*VOLUr:ECJ)/(5G*200090) 
134 23 CONTINUE 
135 SEOTOTtJ)::::SEOTOT(J-ll+Sf::DHNT1J) 
136 STP{Jl=STPIJ-ll+VOLUMEIJ) 
137 STPV(J-1 l=STA~TVIJ-1 )+VO~.U~·I[: (J) 
C 00 AN 1TFRAT10N TO F1ND STAGE r=ROH STPV 
138 DO 70 K•2,N 
13'} IFISTPVIJ-1 i.L T.X21Kl>GO TO -,:; 
1.1,Q IFISTPV(.J-1).GT.X?CN)) GG TO l? 
1 1t l 70 COiil IfHJi: 
l 1t2 7 5 ST />.GE,". { J ) :.: S 1· A Cl~ U< ·-1 ) + I ( S T?V ,· J-1 ) -X 2 I K-· l ) i / ! '.( 2 I :\ l --· /.2 C !<.- 1 l l ; 4- ( $ T l1 GE I 
lKl-STACf CK-1)) 
143 AVSTG(J)~~VOPTlilK-1J+((STFV(J-lJ-X21K-l))/IX21~i-X2lK-l)})OIAVO?TH 
l(K)-AVllPTH(K-l)J 
144 CDNTINllE 
C DO ArJ IT~RATIOM 10 FI~lO VOLUME FOR S-(fJ/2)""0l:LTA T F•lP.'1 ST!,f.E r-cu,•:ri f-0 
11t5 00 101) KK-=7.,lJ 
1'•6 Ir:(~,TA<;1;,\fJl.LT,..Sl1\GEIKK}J GO TO 105 
11,7 IF(ST,\(·.t"A(J-ll.GT.STAGE,N) } GO 'f(J l'~ 
l~B 100 CON"i1h0E 
149 105 CAPA(AjJ)=Xl{XK-l)+((STfGE~(J)-STAG~l:~K-J)1/{STAGf!Klt~·-$1~GFl!~~·~1l 
1 J J:(<(Xl [:-::~l-Xl(:<K·-1 J) 
C 00 AN ITERATION 10 FINO DISCHJ\FtG( :.:oR .0:,TAG!:A 
150 
151 
152 
153 
l 5lt 
155 
156 
157 
110 
DI 5 Cl!/, I .J ) :-Q J ~c Ht K K - I l I· ( I ST A r,E A ( J > -5 T ,'\GE ( K ~ -1 > I / t ST,\(, (- I i(!{ ) - ST /If, f ( Y. K 
1-1 I I l•IUISCHl,KI-OISClllKK-111 
IF I OT ~CIIA (JI.GT oPEAK} PE/\K=OI SCH/I I J) 
CONT I tlU E 
~T.AHTVI J l=t:APACA[JI 
IF!STIRTV!Jl,LT.O.O) STIRlV{Jl•O.O 
Tl IJl=!J-ll•DF.LTAT 
ST,\REl<f J l•J,GS! f AVSTG { J l+AVSTG! J-111• f UELH T/2.0I) 
STGAR!Jl=STIR[AfJ)+STG•RfJ-1 I 
c 
c 
c 
THIS P,\RT OF lHE PROGRAM OIVIOF.S lHF. OUTLfT H'f0P.f'lf,Q.AP 11 l~~TO PLIJC:S ('r: EOUAL 
TIME It·JCREIIEnT DELPLG. THI: PLUG IS TJIFN R!:UTED TURC\1(.H T~IE R!:s::~·,rirR. ANO 
TliE Df1ENTJON TI~IE,SrAGE AT OUTFLOl~, AVERAGf DEPltl A~D T11E V0LtJ11E CF 
c TIIE PLUG IS OEHRfl!NED. 
156 60 C(JrJTINUE 
159 IFICOfJSF.D<E<l.2.DI GO TO 771 
160 DO t,'} JS=2,H 
161 ·JF{VOLUHF.{JS).E0.0.01 GO TO 704 
162 Nf-LnT (JS)= I SE:D~tJT( JS) ""SG*!·L\S S "7JS.40 l / ( VOL\J'.~E I JS l "S~DTQT ( H)) 
163 GO TO 78 5 
16 1, 784 
165 HS 
166 4? 
1 b-, 
168 771 
!69 
170 772 
171 883 
172 
173 
174 766 
175 
176 
. 177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
103 
18't 25 
105 
186 
137 
l Bll 
189 
190 
19! 
192 
l 93 
194. 
195 
l '16 
l'i7 
l '}3 
l 9 9 
2 00 
201 
202 
20) 
20 1t 
205 
t:FL,'tT(JS l=OoO 
CONTIUUE 
co:,,11,..iuE 
(,O TO 8 8 3 
DO 772 JS=l,M 
NF LNT I j S l .::(OtlC [O I J SJ 
COHTif.JUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 706 JJ=:-',1-l,MS 
NFLt~TIJJ)::;:Q.O 
CO,'JT rr-iu E 
C;J 25 1=1,4 
J=l 
$FOII,J)=O.O 
OJ ,\!\TR 11,J )=0.0 
\.'ELOC f I, JJ ::Q.O 
FALL ( I ,J )=O.O 
VDLII,J)=O,O 
PCT1 I,J)=O.O 
VCLCI I ,J l=O.O 
COM"( tNUE 
SF:[)f'LGt 1 )=0,.0 
S(l)F.r~Ol l )::Q.O 
Df:PiHI l} =OoO 
.-\COUT ( l) = 0..,0 
PLC.VOL ( l ):,o.o 
PLG ri-lE ( l J=0..,0 
VfJLOUT{ l )cO.O 
'/(l!. IN I 1) ==-0 ,0 
TMf:lrJ( l ),-;Q.,.O 
SEO r{ I) =O.O 
OETTl11: I 1 J=OoO 
PLGC[r-111 ):-·o.o 
vrll_.111£: ( 11~0 .. o 
,\:\[,',.\11 )cO.O 
AH,;:1\ll( l }=O ... O 
/\P.FliC l 1) =0.,0 
.',il,[:\D( l )=0,0 
V!llA l l) =O.O 
VOtfl l I) =O.,O 
VOI.C { 11 •0.0 
VULDl!l=O.O 
111 
206 OEf'TH(l):-:O,.O 
20"/ OFP1H2{ 1 >=o .. o 
208 DF::PTH3(ll=O.O 
209 00 200 Lc2,MS 
210 AC OUT ( LI =AC OUT ( L-1 l + ( ( DIS CHA ( L-1 l +DI SCHA ( L l I /2 .O) •DEL HH .00264 
211 200 CUNTJ1:UE 
212 00 300 t-iN:.;.2 ,l~R 
213 PlGTMElr~;-.JJ=PLGTHE{NN-1) + OELPLG 
21', LR•INLPLG)/OELTAT 
215 P~-:LR.-tc{N~l-1)·•1 
2lb PLGVOL{tiN)=icouT(PJ-ACOUTIP-LR) 
217 VOLININN) = VOLJtllN~l-11 + PLGVCL{NNJ 
218 PLGC~ll(.'INI :.: (PLGTMEtrH~) + PLGT.'\C:(,'~rJ-1))/2 .. 0 
c DO AN IT~RA.TION ·ro FINO TMEIN FROM VOi.IN 
219 DO 400 NP=2,H 
220 IFIVOUIIU:rn.LT.STPINPI) GD TO 500 
221 400 CONT1NUE 
222 500 H:E HH NN )=Tl ( NP-I l +II VOLIN l'HJI -S TP INF-I) l IC STP ( "p l-STP rr,•-ll l ) •DEL T 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
~35 
236 
237 
?38 
2:39 
1.40 
2 1t l 
C DO 
710 
750 
C 00 
900 
760 
l T A·r 
VOL TME t NN )<::.( TMEINI NN l +TME IN{ N~J-l) I /2.0 
Dl:TTl1r(NNl=PLGCENIN1Jl-VOLTMI: INN} 
IF(Ot:·rrr~EINNJ.,LT .. O.O) DElTf'!!:{rJNJ::;Q.O 
11:(oCTT~tEfNtJ)..,I_T.o.o.ArJo.rtr!.GT>l()J GO TO 312 
SF fl TI r: U , = $ [0 TOT IN P--1 ) -t- ( (VOL I N { NN ) -S 1 P { NP-1 ) ) / ( ST P [ NP ) - ST P ( NP-1 ) J ) 
l * ( SEO TOT (f·JP )-S EDT OT I l'JP-1) ) 
SEOOUTINNl=(SEOT(NNI-SEOTINN-11)/SEOTOTIMI 
S Tc; 1 tit 1 l =O.O 
STGOUTll)=O.D 
STAGOII l=o.o 
DO 710 II=2,MS 
JF(VOLTXE(fJN).LT~Tl(l1)' GO TO 750 
!F(VCLTMf1N:~).GF.Tl(HS)) GO 10 321 
AtJ ITERATION 'fO FINO DEPTH FOR VOLT~E 
cor1r1r-;uE 
ST G HI! NN l =S TG AR I I I -1 I •• 9 S I 1 I VOL rn: 11:<J I -T J I I I -1 l I I I Tl ( I Tl •. 7 11 i ! -ll 1 
l )'> I S TG lR (I I l-5 TGA R 1 I J -11 l l 
COllTINUE 
Dfl 900 I 1=2,MS 
JFIPLGCEtllr/NI.LT.T!IIIII coo TO 760 
AN !TEP.t fJON TO FIND O[PT!! FUR Pt.GfME 
(OrlTINlJE 
STGOUT I NNl =STGAR I l I-l) HI l'LGCEN ! >l'll-T! I 11-ll l /{ Tl I Il I-Tl 1 I !··l l l l • I 
!STG.IR/II 1-STGARIIl-lll . 
STAGO(NNl=SlftGEblll-ll•flPLGCENINNl-Tl(Il-111/ITl(lll-~llll-llll•I 
lSTbC,!'•1 l l l-SHGEA( 11-1) I 
JFIDETTrlE(NN).EQ~o.01 GO 10 38! 
OFrTH frH~ ) :::: ( s·rr,OUT r tj(,J) -s TG ! N ( NrJ ! j. /Of rr l·'.f: ( f-1:,J) 
DEPTJ-lllNl~)=0~7S•OEPTHIN~JI 
'l',f) DE rr112 ! N i'J) ::-.o., 5 '~Ol: P TH I ;-J~J) 
247 DE PT/13 (:,OJI •O .2 5 >DE PTIH t/1') 
2'4B DO 1200 LH::2 ,fl 
2tt9 IF!DF!')TH(Ntl).1.T"STAGE(LM)) GO ~L1 lJOO 
250 1200 CrJNTitlUE 
251 lJOO VOLA(Hr·J):. C/iP.\CILM-·l )-t( (f:":PTH(rll-JJ··.STAGE{L,'~-1) )/(STA1_;E{ LMl·-ST.lG[IL,''1-
1-·l )) J,~{CAP/1CtLM)-CAP/.I.Cll.H-ll) ' 
252 t..R E /1 A l I HJ ) :, c\f"/..E .-\ ( l 1-1- 1 ) + I l '.J..:' P TH C titi J -S 1 AG F. ~ l /1-1 ) ) / r S '! A GI": : I. 11 j - S T 1: GI: { l M-
25) 
254 
255 
11)) )·:,IAi~f,\{LM)-,\R!:,\ll.M--lJ' 
CONT!MLIE 
O(l \1,00 Ln:~2,N 
IF{P[;PTHllNt-1).Li.ST.',t;[ll.M)) CO ·10 1500 
?"-J... l ttOO CON r INUE 
112 
257 COHTINUE 
2 58 l 500 VOLO I t!~l ) ==-C /1.P AC ( L H-1 l + ( ( DC PTH I I Ntl) -S l A!'; f. I L t1 - 1 ) ) I { ST At. F. ( Ll-1 l- ST .ACE ( LM 
l-l lll•(C.\OACILH)-CAPAC(LM-111 
~59 ARE AO l Nrl )=AREA{ LM-1) + l {DE PTHl !NN 1-S TAGE I L:·1-1} )/I STAGE ( l1'1 )-ST.AGE{ lM-
1-1 l I I ' I ~HE h I L HI -A~ EA I L H-11 I 
2b0 CONTINIJE 
?61 DO 1600 1.,'~=2,N 
262 IFIOEf'H!21f:NJ.LT.STAGEILMII GO TO 1700 
263 1600 COl~TJNUE 
26 1• 1700 'JOl.FIN,'!l= CAPIICILH-ll+((OfPTH.;:(Nt>J)-ST,\Gf!LM-11)/IST.:\C',E(l!},)-STAGE(L 
l M- l l l ) ,,_ ( C ,\PAC l L :-1) ·-C ,'., fl AC ( l M-1 } j 
265 Afl. (: ,ft C ! H ~l ) ::,\!l EA ( LM-1 J + I {DI.: r TH? f ~1:·J ) - S "L\ ~E I L 1-1. -1 J ) I ( S r AG t { l ·~ J - ST.\ GE ( L 
l-l I JJ>L\REAILHI-AREAILM-11 I 
2h!:> CONTINUE 
2t.i7 00 lf!CO t:1=2,N 
2b~ J..:!D!:PTH3ltJNJ.LT.STAGEILH)l GO TO 1900 
269 lBOO COUTINUE 
210 1900 VOLOf~l~IJ= CAP,C(LM-l)+((DFPTtiJIN~1J-STAGE(LM·-ll)/IS'fA~E(l~J-STAGE(L 
271 
272 
273 
2 7't 
275 
276 
21"1 
27a 
279 
230 
281 
282 
283 
204 
205 
206 
287 
2 08-
289 
290 
291 
I M-11 I I• I CAP AC I LH I-CAPAC I LM-1 I I 
ARE AO ( n~J ) :.::- ARE A { l M-1 l + ( ( IJ E PT H .3 ( NN) -ST~ GE ( LM -1 I ) I t ST ,\G [ I L,'-1 )- ST AG l: ( L 
1-1 I ) I • I A REA I L H ) -ARE,\ I L M-1 ) ) 
CnNTlf..lUE 
VOL(t,r:rt)=VOLA(tJN)-VOLB(PlN) 
VOLf2,HN)=VllLAfNN)-VOLE{rJI~) 
VCJL!3,Ntl)=VOLE(NfJJ-VOLD{NN) 
VOL(4,NN)~VOLDINN) 
F,\LL( 1 ,NM) ==O.fl75'f0!:PTH(Nfl l *F rx 
FALL(2,~1Nl=0~6?5*0EPTH(tl~)•FIX 
FALL(3,NN)=0.375*DEP(~l(~~/)~FJX 
;:ALL t ,,, ~j).'} :.:0.12 ~,:,o:: f>TH ( n:·J) "':= ;:,: 
IFtPLGVUL(Ntl).LT.~OOl) GO TG J21 
VE LDC t l I t~N} :::F.t.L LI l rNi'J )/ { o:: T--:-M[ I ~1N) * ( l ~.O·· ( S~DOUT (nt~) >!-i"',A SS•O .000138 
l/~LGVOL1~:N}))~~2.5) 
\If: LOCI 7., ~-J!·l) =FALL I 2 ,Ni\! I/ l DE TTME ( N~J I* ( l .0-1 SE90lFi l tl>i ! ;,.1~,\ SS*O .. COO 133 
1/PLG'.'Ol(i';iJ))) >--~l.5} 
v::LOC (), r,:1 ):::FAL I_ ( 3 ,N~l )/ ( DE TT M~ rr-irn *!le 0- { sr:DOUT !~:~~,~'.''ASS ~·-O .. ,001.,3 
l /P LG \.'Cl L ( Nil} J J ~? 2"' 5 ) 
VI; LOC l '• r ~:.'-.; )=F,\ LL ( ,, ,il..J J /( DETT ;.',[: ( Nr~) o:- ~ l .o-r SE DOU if ~JN) Tjl_~·.A ss·i,o ~ooo 133 
1/PLGVOL(N:SIJ )J.',>J.2 .. ~t 
DI,\ ~IT R t 1 ,~·!Pl t-== S0 RT I VE L QC I l r ~;t-l ) :) I/ 1 SC O ',/I ·~ 1 • 5 -f" { Si."·- l ) ) ) 
DI ,\P,\ T~ I 2 ,NN ) :.:: seq T I VE l O C ( 2 , r-:; J i ,, VI $;:: (.l S/ I ~) \ • 5 ;~ l ~ ;,-1 i , ) 
O I ,\f..l "f .rz ( 3 1 r.J N ) =:<;QR T ( V!: L oc I 3 , '.·l'l l *VISCOSI i s l .. 5 1- t sr.-1 ' ) ~ 
DI i\lilR f ,, ,rHl}.::SQR. TC VE LDC 14, r-.1n) *V! SCOS/ ( 5: .~:;: ( SG-1))) 
co nr I NU E 
DO 2000 LP=2,MS 
292 IFIDIAl·:TRtl,NN).LT~SIZ!:IL?)) GO TO 2100 
293 2000 CUtlTINUE 
294 2l00 PERC'rl l ,N.'J)..:.P!:RC~IT(LP-1)·•\ :01,,,~rr.11,IH·:)··"i 7.EIL1.>-l} )/(Si2E{LP:-stzE 
I ( LP- t l } ) •\ t PE- RC r 1 "f { LP) -f-' I: RC r IT I 1. f")-1 ) l 
2'15 00 22,)0 L~=2,NS 
zc;o 1i.=1n1,,:,·1R12,NN).LT .. SIZElLP)) GO TO 2300 
297 2200 cor1Ttr11J~ 
290 2300 l-'l:RLf12,~!:·1)=-P[:RC1lflLP-l)·>((Ot!;-11Rl,?,NliJ--5!2:.Ef 1.!-'-l.)t/C:.1lt'.iLP)-S!lE 
l lLP-1))) ~1 PER(i·lll LP,-P[:ll(rJTI i_P·-l i l 
2')? Gr.J 2151) LP=z~:--is 
3Cil) !F(CIA:11:t(J,NNJ.Lf.,SIZElLP)) GO '10 :?l:OL\ 
301 2:?·50 ((J1! flfiUC: 
302 2 400 2 !: ').CT I .1' , r,;:-~)=PE 8. C N f ( l P -1 ) + I ( 0 I .'<~1 T !~ l 3-, l'Ji I ) .. S l l I: I l P- l I ) / l ~ 1 l E i L? ) .. $ I l E 
llLP-1 l) 1-~1Pf~Cl'JTILP)--PERCNT[ l_F-1 i) 
303 
113 
30S 2'tSO CfHITir~UE 
30b 2 600 p I.: RC T ( It',.,; l } ;.::p ER. c ~l T I L P-11 + r { 0 I .Ii ,11T R r 4' tHJ ) -s 1 l. E ( L P-1 ) '/ I s I z E r LP ) -st l E 
l!LP-1)) )+(PERCNT(LP)-PERCtlT(LP-1)) 
307 VOLCI 1,Mrll='.10L( 1,NN),:,t.iU:..Afl.lNNl//lREAA(fJN) 
308 VOLC ( 2, f.;N) ::VOL ( 2, IP~ J .. ,,~tAC (NN) /1\!l.F: 1\11 ( r~11) 
309 VOLC(3,tlN)=VOLt3,NtJ)•AR(AO{r1rJ)/lREAC{~tJJ 
310 VOLC ( 11, IPJ) =1/0L ( 4, Nrl) * /IREA ( 21 I AP.1:AD ( NN I 
311 IFl'.'0Ll2,,;,:>,LE.O.OJ GO TO 321 
312 PCT! l,NN}:a:.PERCT{li,rrr-11 
313 PCT ( 2 ,NU)= { VOL( 2, Nr!J *PERC T ( r,. ,rJN) +VOLC I l ,Utl 14: I PER CT I 3, N~j)-?f~C T {4 1 fJ 
1 NI l ) /VOL ( 7., ft'l I 
31'• PCT I 3 ,Mri I= {'/OL ( 3 ,Nn l ,)PERCT 14 ,NtJ I ·)'/OLC ( 2, r;.'J ,. { f-'f:flC 11? ,tJ~l)-P tRC T 14, N 
li·J)} 1/'/0L (3 ,tH~) 
315 PC Tl ,,,tJN ).:: (VOL C 4 ,NNI »:PC:RCT (4 ,t-JfJ) +VOL(; ( 3,Nrl ! ·.): ( PERCT ( 1,'.'1Nl-P E~C TlJ,t! 
lti) J }/VOL I'• ,r,J~I) 
316 OD 3600 Lt·ic:2 ,NS 
317 IFISLIGOINMJ.LT,OPTHILMJJ Gl: TO 3700 
310 3600 COtrllt~UF. 
319 3 700 Sf O f I , ~ M i =PCT ( l , MN ) * SE DOU T (f 4 ti l -:- l CUT Fl l { l!·l-1 ) t I I $ T .\ GO I I l NI -D PlH ( LM-1 
1 l ) I { 0 PT 11 I l/1 I-DP 1 HI L M-1 ) l ) * ( fJ UT FL 11 L; ! ) ·-n: l 1 r- t. l { L M-1 l l l 
320 S[':0 I 2 ,NN l :::PCT { 2 ,Nf~ ,~·Sf:iH)lJT ! ur~ ,,. I DUTFI. 2 ( L:-1-11 +- l ( ST ,.,GO i NN l-OPTH { l~-1 
1 l l / {DPT!-/ ( Ln ,. -0 P 1 H ( LM .. 1 i" l l •IO UT Fl. 21 L MI -r:iu T FL ? ( L :~-1 l I ) 
3 21 SF: D I J, nu J =PCT ( 3 ,.~/ N l :t Sf DOU r f N ~! I,) I DU T FL J ( L .'~ - 1 ) + ( I ST ti. Gtl ( i'~ r~ l -o PTH ( L ~!-1 
1 J l I ( DPT HI LM )-[) P TH I LM-1 l l Iv f Oll'r r-1. 3 £ 1. ·~ l -r,u r Fl.JI l P-1 l l l 
322 Sf:[~ 14 ,NM ):-:PCT( 4,NN 1-..sr:onur INN) ;\f C,IJTFl.4( Ll~-1 l + f (ST ,\Gf) (N"-.')-DP":'ltl LM·t 
l l ) / j OPT H I LI\) -D? i H ( LA\-1 } I ) ,;. ( 0 I IT:: Lt, { L />I) -Cl\JT FL'• ( l 1·1- l I ) ) 
323 SEDPLGINNl=tSED!l,NN)+SE0(2,NN)+S~013,Nfl)+S~D{4,Nf1)1/lOO.O 
32'• GU lO 4352 
325 321 SEOPLGINNJ•O.O 
J26 PC"fl l,Ni>!)=O,..O 
327 f'CT(2,MM)=O~O 
328 PCTC3,NN)=O.O 
329 PCT ( '• ,tlil ):::a.a 
330 4352 CONTINUE 
331 GD TO '•451 
332 301 SEOPLGINNl=lOO.O*SEOOUTINNJ 
333 rc·r,1,NN>=100.o 
33f+ PCl(7.,Nrl)=lOO.O 
335 PCf13,N•ll•lOO.O 
336 PCT(4,NrJ)=lOO.O 
337 4451 cnNTl~UE 
336 SEDFN01rltl):::SEDENO(N~J-ll+SEOPI.GIIJN) 
3~9 VOLOUT(NN)~senourrtJN)+VOLOUY(t~N-1} 
343 
31,4 
3'tS 
3,.b 
341 
348 
350 
1110 
1111 
IFlVCLGUT(r~:-11 .G·r ... o .. 9995) GO TO 31.Z 
Ir-(PLG'/01.l~Jt.JI.EQ.O.,O} GO TO 1110 
EFL NT l /'JrJ ) :..~ ( SEO P LG 1 /'Jt{ l /PLC;\.'CL ( N,'l} J *1~.'!. SS,)·/., 35 t,a 
GO TO 1111 
1:i:trrr f:JrJ 1:.:0.0 
CONTINUE 
IFIOEPOST.NE.2,0J GO TO JOO 
DE P l l I r,1~J ) ~MASS'~ 0 oO 00 7 3 60"' { J O C ,..0-- PC T { 1 , ~;t Ii ) ·.i, Sf [I cu·r f fltJ I ,, r nUT F= L '- I l/1-1 
l ) + { l ST:\ GO l i ,u ) -n PTH [ L il-1 ) l / l r> p-; HI L /.; ) -0 PT I l ( L ~1- l ) } } .,. [ ('ti 1 :-:-1.1 : t. n } - :"l\) f Fl 
llll,'1-1 l) }/( lOOOO,.Q~i)l'.:,1JlY; 
OF P ( 2 , N ! l ) ""M..\ SS·~ 0,. COO 73 (J() if I l (l On 0-P Cl ( ? , fl~ 1 l ) t ~ i: \' fl\J'f ( '-;'1 ) .;, I f;~JT ~-L 2 I l !·1 ·-1 
l )+ r I ST,\GU(;;N)-DPTH(L:.',-·l) )/IDPTHiL:1)-QDTII: L:-1-l l l )~,{t:i_!TFLl(I.MJ-r;!JTFl 
1 ~ ( L/1-1 t ) I/ I J 000 0 • 0 1~ l)f t JS 1 Y l 
0[:P 1 J ,NN 1-~:-1.,ss~o.,.000·r)60 ~ l 10 J,..ll·-PC r I::. ,:·:r,) l) :.(!-·L'UTll;;J) ·:: ((HJTf-L) t t~l .. ! 
1} •11 STAGO!f-Jil}-OP.lll(L!'t-1) )/{D~'~H(Lt1i-DPfHiL.'-:-J Ji )~·!U,JTFL3!Li'?-C,IJTI''.. 
1 JI LM-1)) )/( 1000.0,..0'~!Jr:~J')."f·, l 
DE p l :, tr j,' j ',.: \,\ s s ~ (1 "o 00 "i'"J I",()-~ ( 1 () (I_ O·-·P( T f 4 '~;:: l ) ,) :; : t· cu TI !.'~i ) .-, r p; j"f fl...·. r L;·t- l 
l ) + ( I s TAG O IN; n -D f.> TH ( L M- ! } I I { I) :··;11 ( L '-1 ) --0 f'-'f f-1 I L i-1-1 l ) ) ,;- (OUT!= I. l1 i Lr. l -ol;T != L 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
301 
30 i 
383 
384 
385 
386 
307 
308 
3t\9 
390 
3<>1 . 
392 
393 
39,. 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
/'f01 
114 
141 LPl-1 I l )/ 110000 .o•oENSTY I 
C THIS PART OF THE PROGRA~ DETEf<H!NES THE CHANGE IN OASIN CAPlCITY DUE 
C DEPOSITION 
DO 71 l=l,N 
lFIAVDPTHlll.LT.DEPTHJINNll GD TO 301 
IF(AVOP"Jlllll,LT.DEPTH7.(NNII GO TO 302 
!FIAVOPTHlll,LT.OEPTH!INNII GO TO 303 
IFIAYDPTHlll,LT,DEP"JH INNll GO TO 304 
CAPNWII);CAPNWf lJ-(DEP(4,NNJ+DEP(3,NN)+O(Pl2,NN}+DfP(1,NN)J 
GO 10 77 
301 CAP~:~(!);(APNU(l)-OEP14,NNJ•AVDPTH(I)/OEPTH3(NNI 
GO TO 77 
302 CAPNW(IJ=CAPNW(I)-{OEPf~,NN)+DEP(3,~N)*(AVOPTH(J}-D~PTH3fNN))/OEPT 
11-121NN)l 
GO TO 77 
303 CA P~l\i ( I ) =C APN\.al I I ) - ( 0 EP 14, NN} -40F. P ( 3 , NN) +OE P ( 2 ,N N) +IDE P ( Z, NN ) • ( A V!)PT 
IHI I l-OEPTH2!NNJ 1/DEPTll!INNJ l l 
GO TO 77 
304 CAPNW(l)=CAPNW(l)-(OEP(4,NN)+DEPl3,NN)+DEPf2,N~l)+(OEPfl,NN)~(~VOPT 
IHI I J-OEPTHIINNl l/DEPTHINNI I J 
77 COIIT INUE 
300 CONTINUE 
312 IFIDEPOSl.NE.2.0l GO 10 841 
DEPCAP=CAPAC{Nl-CAPNWINl 
C APl<AX•C AP AC IN l 
DO 157 1=1,t-J 
CAPAClll=CAPNH(II 
157 CONTINUE 
l'-JL=-U-2.0 
DO 61 IK=l,NL 
A?..EA { N-1 K- l )"'2 .a,~ ( CAP,\C (N-li( )-CAPAC (t!··jf<-1) )/ I STGl I U-I K :-STt;l IN-II< 
1-1 l l-ARE Al N-IK l 
CHECK=l.OOl*AROLDIN-IK-1.0l 
lF(A~~A{N-IK-1.0).GT.CHfCK) GG TC 203 
IFIAREA(N-IK-1.DJ.GT,AREAIN-lKll GO TO 203 
IF{A~EAIN-IK-1.0l.LT.o.o) GO TO 20? 
GO TO 311 
203 AREAIN-JK-ll•0.995*ARDLD(N-1K-ll 
JF(IN-lK).EQ.2.0) GO TO 61 
CAPAC(~-IK-1.0)=CAPACIN-IK)-{AREA(N-IK•·l.~)+JR~AIN··Ilt)J•ISTC!(N-IK 
11-STGllN-IK-l.Oll/ZoO 
CAP~CIN-IK-2.0J=CAPACfN··l~-l~Ol-(AiEA(N-lK-2.0;+A~EAIN-lK-leOJl•CS 
lTGllN-IK-l.OJ-STGl(N-IK-2.0ll/2.0 
311 CONTINUE 
61 CONTINUE 
GO TO 203 
209 AREAfN-IK-1.0)=0.0 
CAPACIN-IK-1.0J•O.O 
AREAIN-IKJ•0.90ARE~IN-1Kl 
AREAIN-1K+l)=0.95~AR~A(M-IK~·l) 
IF(~RE~f~l-lK-l)cGT.AREAIN-IK)) AREAIM-iK)=l~OlOARE\{tl-IK-1) 
CA~AC(N-IK)=CAP~CltJ-IK+l~O)-(ARE~(N-tK•I.0)1ARE~(N-T~)l*ISlGl{N-JK 
l+l.O)-STGl(N-IK)}/2eO 
lFICAPACIN-IKI.LE.O.Ol CAPACIH-IKl•O.D 
2oa COt.JTif':UE 
C,\Pfo.CI I l=O.O 
DO 351 JPc\,N 
IF(CAPACIIP)~Eo~o.Oi MO~IP 
IflCAPACIIPt.GTaO.O) GO fO 3~i 
351 cornrnuE 
347 00 353 IM==l,N 
1,02 
403 
404 
405 
1,(J b 
,,07 
lt08 
409 
410 
411 
412 
'•13 
414 
!;15 
416 
'•l 7 
418 
419 
'•20 
,,21 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
lt29 
430 
431 
432 
433 
4:;4 
435 
436 
437' 
438 
439 
41+0 
441 
442 
443 
444 
ltl;-5 
lt46 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
457. 
,,53 
454 
455 
456 
,,57 
,.so 
459 
'}60 
216 
215 
353 
463 
663 
661 
783 
348 
734 
344 
551 
431 
115 
STG2=STAGEIMO) 
STAGE(iMl=STAGIJM)-STG2 
IF(STl~F(IMl.LT.0.01 STIGE!IMl•O.O 
!F(SlAGE(IHI.EQ.O.Ol CAPAC(IMl•OoO 
IF(STAGEIJM).Eo.o.o.Atio.IH.GT.l.O) GO TO 216 
GO TO 21 5 
If(STAGE(IM-1).fQ.o.o, AREA(IM-l)=o.o 
CONT ltlUE 
CONTlNLIE 
DO 463 MI::;2,N 
IFIAREA(MJ).LE.AAEA(MJ-1.0l)GO TO 473 
CONT JfllJE 
GO TO '+71 
AREA(M!t=0.99~AROLO(Ml) 
AREl(MI-l)•0.99*AREA(HI-11 
lf(Ml,LE.2) GO TO 661 
JF(AREIIHl-loOI.LT.AREAIMI-Zl)GO TO 663 
GO TO 661 
ARE•IAEA IMl-1> 
A~El(Ml-l)=AAEAIMl-2) 
AREA(Ml-2 l=ARE 
CONTINUE 
CAP AC I MI J =CAPAC (MI + l. 0 ) - (,\RE A f MI+ 1 • 0 t +AR.EA I t~ I ) ) • I S TG l ( 1-! t + 1 .o) -~TG 1 
l(Ml)l/200 
CAPICIMl-loOl=CAPACIMl)-1,REIIHll+AREA(Ml-loOll•ISTGllHll-STGl(Ml-
lloOl )12.0 
IFICAPACIMII.LToOoOI GO TO 763 
IFICIPAC(MI-1.0I.Ll.OoOI GO TO 734 
GO TO 782 
DO 3'13 JP,:.!\,Hl 
STG3=STAGE (Ml I 
LS=MI 
ARC=,\REA{Ml) 
CAPAC(IP)=o.o 
STAGE (IP )•OoO 
.'REAIIP)=O.O 
AP.E,\ ( Ml I =},RC 
lFIFILTER.EQ.2.0l GO TO 34a 
OJSCHl!Pl=O.O 
CONTHlUE 
GO TO 551 
NT;::i,11·-l .O 
OD 31+'~ IP=l,MT 
STGJ=STAGE(MTl 
LS=rlT 
ARC=A~O OH) 
CAP>CIIP)•O.O 
STAGE (Ir )=O.o 
AP.EAi Ial=O.O 
AREA(MTl=ARC 
IFIFILrER.EQ.2.0) GO TO 3~4 
Di <:.CH(lP ):.:0.0 
cmn wuE 
ccwr 1»uE 
00 ',Jl JS::1,N 
STAGcllSl•STAGEllSl-STG3 
Jf(STAGEll~)~t.T~O.O) STAr;~llS)=O~o 
IFISTAGE(IS).LT~o.o~A~D.~lLTER.i:E.2.0) DISCH(ISJ=O.o 
If{FILTER.EQ.2.0) CO TC ~31 
O[SCHILS-l+JSl=G!SCHDI IS) 
COrJTlNUE 
461 
462 
,,63 
46', 
4n5 
466 
467 
ltb8 
469 
470 
471 
472 
,, 73 
47, .. 
,,75 
1,10 
,,77 
473 
479 
480 
481 
482 
,,o 3 
4B4 
485 
486 
,,37 
408 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
702 
471 
507 
589 
591 
583 
008 
791 
(ONT It:UE 
COIJTirlUF. 
116 
IF till .GE ctl) GO 10 808 
DO 5fl3 t!L=M 1 ,U 
s,~on1•1=3.0~AREA(MLI 
Sl-1LlTll2'=1.S1'AREA (Ml I 
IF I $'100111.LT •. /\HF.Al ML-1) I GO TO ~09 
lF(SIIOTH2.LT,ARf:Al~',L··tl) GO TO 587 
IFIARUlr'U.LT.AROIML-111 GO T8 591 
IF(~REAf~\L).EQ.AREA(~L-111 AREA(ML-l)~0~95~AR[A(ML-l) 
GO 10 5f!3 
IF(1'L .LE.(n-1 I) AREAtML•l }=0.91:ARl:Allll+l) 
AREAlML)~O~?S~AREA(ML-1) 
AREA(~1L-ll~O.B*AREA(ML-ll 
GO TO 533 
IF ( ML ol F.. ( i'l-1)) IIREfl ( tll+ l l c.Q .afl:...':,".:~::A (;·\l+ l I 
AREA(t!L)=O~?*AREA(~IL-1) 
AREfl(Ml-lJ~o.a•AREA(ML-1) 
GO 10 5n3 
AR=AREA I l<Ll 
ARFAIML)=~REA{HL-1) 
AREAIML-ll=AR 
CDi·IT INUE 
00 7r}l J=2 ,r.J 
CA;)ACIJ)=lAREA{J)+AREA(J-l)l~ISTAGECJ)-STAGf[J-1))/2.0+CAP~C(J-ll 
COUT INIJE 
Oll 3001 IT==l,10 
]Fl!T.E0.91 GO ro ]021 
ChPC=ABS(ICAPMAX-CAPAC(N)t 
CAPCli =ABSl{CAPMAX-CAPAC(N))e1.cJ} 
O!!PO=AOSIDEPCAP) 
o=roc=l .OJ-)flf PO 
D~PT=CAPAC(N)-CAPNH(tJ) 
IFICA;,(.GToDCPOC) GO TD 30112 
IFICAPCH"LT.OEPOI GO TO 3002 
C.tl TO 30ll 
497 3002 tJO=i·J-2 aO 
t,98 00 300'• IJ=l,NO 
1.,99 /IR.\-=0,99fi"',\ROLD(ll..:.IJ) 
500 IF(ARf:A(N-IJl..,LT.ARAl GO 10 3005 
50l 3004 CllNllNUE 
502 GO TO 3003 
503 3005 NE•IJ 
504 CORac{(AP/.Cl:;1/0PACltl-lJ+lll 
505 DO 3007 I S""-tl{; ,NO 
506 A~EAtr:-ISl=AREA(N-ISl*{l.O-tC~PI~CO!tt/(~P~JXt 
507 3007 CONTJrlUE 
506 3003 CO~lfINUE 
509 ~o~laO 
510 00 3003 J•2,N 
511 Ci\ r AC I J l ·~ { ,. It[:,\ l .I) ~ AR f: ft I J-l ) l ~· ( S .! Cl C J l - ST f, l I J-1 i ) I 2 • 0 •CJ. P .',f. I .. •-1 ) 
512 1r1ST1..G[l.J) .. E(J.O.(J) C,\P,\ClJ}:..:Q,.O 
513 11:l')TAGl:IJ).EQ.OaO) MD=J 
5! 1t 3008 COrJfltlUE 
515 DO .~fl3 TL=l,f,J 
516" ST!IGf:IMO-l~IL)c:.STCl(IL) 
517 r::( FILT[f{ .. E1)c,2 .. 0) (_;() Tn '.'OJ 
5113 !FIST,\GF(llloF.Q.0.Lj) O[SC~lt!L)-::Q.l) 
519 DI .SClt!i\O-l ~IL)=DlSCIHlt IL} 
s20 383 cuN·r1r:uE 
521 JODI CONTINUE 
117 
;zz 3011 CONTINUE 
523 C1PACIJl•O,O 
;24 GO 1 O 3300 
125 3021 ERROR•CAPACINl-CAPNWINI 
526 WRITE16,32201ERROR 
527 3220 FOR~IA"i(//,15X,'THE BASIN CAPACITY IS IN ERROR BY 1 ,3X,FlO.l,5~,'ACR 
lE-FT' I 
528 3300 co,ITJNIJE 
~29 841 NE=N~-l 
530 TAAP•flOO.O-SEOENDINN-11) 
531 WRITE!6,870) 
532 870 FORMITllHll 
533 WRITF16,930JSTPIHl 
53 1t 930 FQH,'\ATl///,15X, 1 VOLUME INFLOH',JX, 1 == 1 ,Fl0.2,5X,•ACRE-FT 1 ) 
535 WRTTE16,9401PEAKIN 
536 940 FOf-l,'1/1.TI// ,15X,•PEAK It~FLOW' 1 5X, 1 :: 1 ,Fl0,..2,5X,'CFS 1 ) 
537 WR1TEC6,960)PEAK 
538 960 FOil..'IAT( //,l~X,'PEAK: DISCHARGc::: 1 ,F10.2,5X, 1 CFS•) 
539 WRl"TE(6,,oooJTRAP 
540 5000 FORNATt// 1 15X,'TRAP EFFICIENCY= ',Fl0.2,5X,'t'l 
541 WRITEl6,850l 
542 050 t=ORnATI// ,15·x, 1 MP',BX, 1 M•,9X,•N•,1ox,•Ns•,7x~•r.o1s•,7X) 
543 WRITF(b,860JMP 1 H,N,NS,MS 
544 8b0 FORMATf//,7X,5Il0) 
545 WRITl:'16,650) 
51,6 6~10 FOR/IA T ( / /, 15X, •NSTORM • t 4X, •c ON$CO • , 4X • 'OF. PO$T I r4X, 1 F LO'rl 1 ,6X, 1 i'RP t, 
l 7X , •FI l TE R • , Lt~ , •FIX• ) 
547 W~ITEl6,660)~lSTORM,CONSE0 1 DEPOST,FLOW,1RP,FILTER 1 FIX 
540 660 FORMll(//,9X,7VlO.l) 
5'•9 'rlRilEl6,670) 
550 670 FnR;1ATI// ,15X, 1 ,'1ASS 1 ,7X,''J!SCOS',5X,'DELTAT 1 ,~X,'[JELPLC.t,4x, 1 08~:i 
l TY 1 , 6X, 1 SG 1 ) 
551 WillTEt6,680)MASS,VISCOS,DELT~T,OEtPLG,OENSTY,SG 
552 600 FURMAT(//,9X,~lO~I,3X,Fl0.5,~Fl0.2) 
553 ~:HITE(6,4700)(SIZE(l),1=1,NS) 
554 4700 FOR~AT(/// 1 15X,'SIZE (M~l) 1 ,10F8e4) 
555 ~lRITE(b,4750l{PERCNT(I),l~l,NS1 
556 4150 FOR~~T(/ ,JSX,'l FirJER',1X,lOF8.l) 
557 !FfDEPOST~EO,l.O.AND~KASS.NEoO.O) GU Tn 4100 
558 lF(MASSori~~o.O) GO 10 9000 
559 1-1Kl.TE(6,4500) 
560 4500 FORM.\T(////,15X, 1 STAGE',10X,'AP.EA 1 ,7X 1 1 AV€RAC.E DF.?TH•,~;{,'O!SCHArl.(,E 
lE 1 ,7X-.'CtPACIIY') 
561 W~ITEC6,4505) 
562 ,.sos FoRnAT<, .1~x. • 1 FT>• ,9x, • c ACRES.>• ,1ox,, CFTl •, 1ox,, cc;--s >,, 9X, 1 1 AC.RES 
1-FTJ•J 
563 DO 550 IL=l,N 
5 64 HR ! T [: ( b , 450) ST G 11 I L) ,. /\REAS l I t_} ",\ '/0 P 1 H ( l L } , D t SC H,1 I 1 L; 1 :: :\? !.C 7 ! L J 
565 450 FORMAT(/ ,10X,Fl0e4t 5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0o2,5X,Fl0o2,5X,F\0~3!5X) 
566 550 COtlT!NUE 
567 HR1TE(6,,.oo0) 
568 4000 FO;,,M,\ll////,J,<,'TIM!: 1 ,8X,tJNrLO;-r 1 ,7X,~l)?SCH,\RGE',f>X,'DETEMTiON TI~ 
lE' ,3X, 1 ST,\Gl;',8X,'DEPTH',3X, 'SfDIMl:N7 5 ) 
569 \/Rlll::16,~600) 
570 5600 FOH:·l,'..fl/,!1X,'{Hr{Sl',8X.,'{CFS} 1 ,1;<,'(CFS) 1 ,llX 1 1 (1/f.tS)',q:(, 1 (FT)',c)X 
1,'CFT)',ili<,'l::1:) 1 ) 
571 DO 600 LL=2,r-J1: 
512 J~l=COELPLG/DELTAT)$[LL-1) 
573 \·.'Rl TE ( 6, 5~>00)PLG.(fiE ( LL Jr 11'-lFtD:J~ ..,';·IJ ,1)lSC;L\ ( .. 1;,t) ,O!:TT~1•: i 1.L l rS"ft.C:C(Ll t 
l , DE P "TH ( l L ) , SE DENO I LL) 
574 5500 FORHAT{/ 1 5X,f=7.2,bX,F7.l1BX,~7~2i~X,F7~2,7~,F1.!,7X,FT~2,1X,f7.2} 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
501 
562 
503 
584 
505 
!:i86 
587 
588 
592 
593 
594 
!, ?5 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
60b 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
U 19 
620 
600 
,, 100 
,.aoo 
4850 
6000 
7200 
4020 
5650 
7000 
8000 
,.110 
9000 
92CO 
4510 
,05 
7300 
~005 
5670 
7500 
8550 
4755 
19 
1..900 
4) 
999 
T/1 
875 
CONTINUE 
Gll TO 4110 
WRITEl6,4800) 
118 
FORMAT(//,6X, 1 STAGE', 9X,'OEPTH 1 ,6X,'DfSIG~J ,\A.EA',5X,'NfW AREA', 
15X, 1 AVERAGE OEPTH 1 1 5X, 1 0ISCHARGf 1 1 3X,'0ESIGN C/IPACITY
1 ,3X,•~:EW CAP 
!AC !TY') 
WRITE16,4850) 
FORrtA T 11 , ox, • t FT> • , 11 x, • t FT ) • ,1 x, 1 1 Ac RF. s , • , ax , , t ACRE s > • , 1 ox, , t FT J • , 1 
1 1 ,llX, 1 (CFS) 1 ,7X, 1 (ACRE-FT}', 1i<,' (ACRE-FT) 1 ) 
00 7200 IL~l ,N 
WRIT(( 6, 6000) STGI {Il) 1 STAGE (ll) ,,,REAS( IL} 1 ,\REA( IL) ,.lVOPTH(Il l ,OiS 
lCHIILl,CAPCOl lll,OPACl!U 
FOR}1ATI Fl0.2,5X 1 fl0~2,5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0•2t5 
lX,Fl0~2,5X 1 Fl0.2) 
CONTWUE 
liRITE16,4020) 
FORHAT(/,3X,'Tlf1E 1 ,0X,•tNFLOW',7X,'DISCHARGE',5X,•DETEN"r!ON T!ME', 
l 4X, • ST ,\GE 1 , BX 1 'DEPTH•, BX,• $EOIMEN T 1 , ax,• Jr,1FLU[NT •, 7X, 'E-FflUENT •) 
WR !TE 16, 5650 I 
FORMAT(/,3X, 1 tHRSI 1 ,8X 1 '1CF5) 1 ,9X, 1 (CFS)',11X,'(HRS) 1 ,9X,
1 (FTJ 1 ,10 
1x,•(FT) 1 ,1ox,•ci,•,11x, 1 1MC/LJ',9X,'lMG/L)') 
DD BOOO LL;:;2,NE 
JH•IDELPLG/DELT•Tl*(LL-1) 
'rl~ !TE 16, 70CO) PLGTME C LL), INFL CHI JM >, D! SCH.A. I Jl'-I >, DETTHE f LL), STA GO (LL) 
l,DEPl}l(LL),SEOENDILLJ,NFLNT(JM),EFLrJT(Ll} 
FORMAT( F7.2,6X,F7.2,8X,F7.2,~X,F7.2,7X,F7.2,IX,F7.2 1 7X,F7c2 1 9 
1X,F3.l,8X,F7.l) 
cornwuE 
CONTINUE 
GO TO '•755 
W~IT::(6,9200) 
FOP.MA r c 11, 1 s x, , s r AGE 1 , 1o;c , 1 :.. Re A• , t x , , ,. vr RA c::: a ep·rH • , sx , • :::i 1 SCH A r:.cc • 
1 1 7X, 1 CAPACITY 1 ) 
WRITE I 6,4510) 
FOR.MAT ( I , l 6X , • ( FT) • , 9X , ' ( .A CP. E!: ) 1 , i ex, • (FT ) 1 , ! (') X, ' I CFS ) t , 9)'. , ' { ACRES 
1-FTI •) 
DO 7300 IL~I,N 
HR I TE ( b, 40 5) ST G l ( I L l ,. .AREAS ( I L) , A VO 1-"TH I IL ) , DI ~CHO C IL} , C ,\PAC fl'~ ) 
FORl1AT (/ , lOX, FlO .4, 5X, Fl 0.2 ,SX ,,~10.2 ,5X ,F lO.l, 5X ,F 10 .3, 5X) 
CONT HlUE 
h'RITi:(6,4005) 
FORMAT(/,3X,'TlME',8X,'INfLOW',1),tO}~CttARGE 1 ,5X,· 1 0FTf~JTION lif~E·, 
l 4X , 1 ST AGE 1 , £\X , 'DEPTH• , RX w 'Sf: 0 [ MF N.i 1 , BX, 1 INF I. Uf NT ' , 7:<,. 1 S ;- FLUENT • ; 
HRITC:{6,5670) 
FORM 1\ T f /. 3 x' : ( ~iR $) ' 'BX' I '(, FS J • '9 x t • ( CF s.) • ' 1 1 x ' t ( HR s) I f 9X t t I f1' I I '1 0 
lX,'(FT)',lOX,'(~) ',llX, 1 iMG/L) 1 ,QX,'(MGtL)') 
00 0'.550 ll=2 ,NE 
.IM~:Df-LPLG/DEL TATJ1'fLL-l) 
\/~ l Tl: f & , 7':iOOJ Pl.GT ME I LL), Ir:FL0\-1 I JM), D~ SCH.A f Jf·l) ,OET"l:-1:: ( l. L) ,.ST .l.GOi LL) 
1,0EPT~ilLLJ,S~O~Nl>lLL),Nl:LHT(Jtt),EFLNflLL) 
FORMA"rl/, F7~216X,F7~~,HX,f7.2,0X,~7.2,7X,F·1.2,1x,F7.l,7X,F7.Z,8 
1X,Faol,OX,F7.l) J 
CONTINU~ 
cor·rr r ~~u E 
GO TO 43 
w:,11:-:16 1 1,900} 
t;ORl·lAT(///720X,' THE RF.:s,:t{VUIH r.:.APA(IT'( )<,'i$ r\EE~: FXCtt=G[U tJ 
f.0~1 rJNUE 
Cn.t~t !MLJE 
Cl'J.~!TlNUE 
FOf\.':AT f 1 Hl) 
621 
622 
623 
62'· . 420 
625 ,~10 
626 
627 
$ENTRY 
119 
WRITE 16, 875) 
IFITRP.GT.t.O) GO TO 420 
GO ID 410 
IF I TRAP .GT, TRP) GO TO 50 
CDMT IIIUE 
STO~ 
EPID 
APPENDIX D 
Example of the DEPOSITS Computer Output 
The first and last storm event 
in;,. six eyent cycle is shown 
120 
VOt.UME INFLOW • 6.73 .AC~E-FT 
PfAK !NFLOW . 91' .e 2 CFS 
PEAr. DISC~ARGE ~ 11.16 CFS 
..... 
TRAP EFFlCIENCY • 74.47 t N ..... 
MP M N IIS MS 
25 30 25 8 200 
NSTOI\M C(r...!SE"O O~PCST FLOW' TRP FIL T!:R FIX 
6.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 l .o 
~ASS V!SCOS O!:t. TAT CELPLG OENSTY SG 
50.0 o.Ol 140 0.20 o.,.o 1.20 2 .. 70 
SIZE fM'I> o.002s 0.0050 0.0060 0.0100 0.0120 0 .. 01 ro 0.0200 0.1000 
= FINE"~ 10.0 16.0 ·20.0 28 .o 32.0 36.C 40.0 30.0 
STACE DEPT!-! OES!GN AREA NEW AREA AVERAGE DEPTH OISCI-/ARGE DESIGN CAPAC!TY NEW CA?~CITY 
{F~> (FT) (ACP.<:S) r ACR r:s) (FT) (CFS) (AC~i:-!=TJ (AC~:"-FTJ c.c:i c.~c, 0.02 o.oi o.oo o .. on o .. oo o.oo o.so C .'.:·0 o.06 o.C'5 0.25 o.:i c .. 02. c .. 02 1.co 1.00 c .. 10 0.10 0.62 0.22 0 .. 06 O.,C6 1.s-:> 1. 50 C.15 o., 15 0.95 0.37 0.12 O .. :2 2.00 2.00 c .. 20 0.20 1 .. 27 0.53 0.2 I 0.20 2.so 2 • ..:.o 0.25 o.2s 1.~Q C.92 0 .32 0 .. 32 J .. c: , " 0 .. 30 0,.30 1 .. ?2 l • 35 0.46 'J .. 45 ..... w _. 3.50 J.,50 0~35 0.34 2.25 1.i:;4 0.62 C.61 .:..,.JO 4.00 0.40 o.,.r,o ;.57 2.30 o.e1 O.,PO 4.,'.,0 4.50 o. ',5 0.45 2.90 ? .. <;>~ I .o~ 2.01 s .. oo !i.DO 0-.':iO C .. 50 ~.23 3.60 1.2'6 l .. 25 5.50 s.so 0.55 0 .. 55 3.~6 4 .30 1 .. ~2 1 .. "i ! 6 .. <:",0 6 .. ':~ o.oc o.oo ::i. 39 '5.,00 j • !' 1 1.eo e. so 6.50 c .. 64 o .. ~'- '-·23 '5 .. ,2 ? .1 i , .. 
"' .... t 7 .. ,'.)J 1.00· o.6s 0.68 L..57 6.5n .? .,..r,5 2.,.t.4 N ·i. ~'j 7.50 0~72 0.12 4 .. Yz 1.2, ;.:;o :.> .. i 9 N e.oo ij .. oo 0.75 o.1c:. 5 .. 2(1 :-:i .. 10 3.17 3.15 s.sc P. .. so o.79 0.71 5.64 ~.oo 3 .. 55 3 .,5.r, 9 • .:J <'1.,VC. O.,il3 o .. e2 5. 9'1 !0.00 i .. ?6 3.94 '9. 5..) 9 .. ';..0 o .. a-r o.n; b. ::.:5 !C,.91' 4,.;I.R 4.36 ic, .. cc !".;.IJ:j 0 .. 92 0.92 b,. ?O l 2 .. oo 4_.r,3 4.Rl 1·~ .. s,:; 1·~. 5:'.l 0 .. 96 c • .;,c -, .. c5 20.co 5 .. 3.J r " :., .~ .. ..: : • .:o 11 ·" :I 1.cc l .110 7.,40 ;;o.ov 5.i9 5.77 1:.. ... :io :..1.1:::i l.03 1.03 7 • ;"5 34.00 6 .. ?.0 b.13 11 .. 00 12.00 1.01 1.07 s.10 40.00 1-.,;2 t. .. so 
'r I.~C I.';i=LC,< DISC.n.!.?..GE D='TENTION TIME Sl tGE O~PTH S ED J."IENT Ir.;FLUENT EFFLUENT 
: !-'.=.s I : LFS l {CF:: I {;.;;.; s) (Fl) (fl) (~} (/o',G/L l (HGlt I G .. ~::i c .. 2J c.c1 0. l ~ 0 .. 05 c .. o l o.oo :e .s :.~ o .. ~a o.68 0 .. 09 o.~s 0.41 0.09 o .. oo 177.7 ,.7 1 .. 20 1.53 0 .. 19 0.66 0.36 0 .. 20 o.oo 3Q!: .. 3 o.o : .,'., c 2.45 0.32 O .. P.7 l. :?.:. 0.,4q o.oo 6!S,.Q 10 .s .2 .. ,: j " , , o .. t.1 1 .. 02 2 .. 10 o. -,e, o .. oo l t,R.:,. 8 2! .. 9 . ~ _ ... 2 _.:,,:. 'i7.,C2 .i.. l 7 O .;;2 5 • .:, 1 1 .. 53 0 .. 03 18362.. 1 .. , I~•• 2 • ::c 4l.,C3 9 .. 97 o.79 a • .:;.a 3 .. 59 0 .. .1.,0 2cce1.o .:..:;s .. o 3.20 14.S9 10.95 0.95 9 .. 52 s.05 2.47 !:."2¥5.a 2054 .1 3 ,.t.,O 12.53 11 • 1 b 1.30 9 .62 5 .. 61 4.58 38"'5.2 2106.2 .:. .c:i 6.es 11 .a 9 1.63 9 .s~ s,.93 6 .. 69 7.73S.9 2113 .. 6 ........ s .. 20 10 .so 1 .. s-1 9.50 6 .. 09 9.03 2;'.16.9 3C:::i~ .5 .1.,..s~ 5.es 10.71 2 .. 33 9 • .:.o 6 .. 17 12 .. 40 zz.:.e.9 2E ::";.. 1 5 .. .?0 4.2? 10 .. :-.6 2.,68 9.2:0 6.2 0 14.98 15!3 .. 1 2776.o ~ .oc. 0.'76 9.e.s 3 .. 04 B.93 6.21 17.34 t.E0.9 2664 .. 0 t. .. ~:i o • .:;;1 Q .. 10 3.40 a. 55 6.19 19.17 16 .3 223"( .. 9 .:: .. .:.,.:, c .. c.o 3.42 3.75 e. .. 1 B 6 .. 12 20 .. 47 o.o 171 t' .. 2 (, L".) c ... c:, 7 .. 73 4.10 7.i:!2 6 .. 05 21 .62 c..o l64t..,e 7 .. ;·.~ c.e,o 7.!Z 4.46 7 .43 5.96 22 .. c.s c.o 1 s so.! 7 .... .:; c .. ca o.72 4.A2 7 .. 16 5.8 7 23 .. ~·cl o.o l!.3~ .. 4 :1..,0:J 0 .. C,i) 6 .. :?5 5 .. 16 6.!!4 5,. 77 23 .. 96 c.o 6ri0.,.t. !;' • .:.c, O .. GU 5 .. 7Z 5 .. 4fi 6.54 5.66 24 .::.1 u .o 662 .. 1 .:: .. :.-:: o .. oo s .. :::.; 5o?...i 6 .2 S 5.5 5 24.~7 o.o 5:,. ·,. 5 t.,, .:::. c ... c::: 4.,<;c, 6. i O ~.c;;1 ~.43 24. "/3 o.o 36?- .e .... C', L~~ (; .,C;(J :... :,7 t..39 5.t,9 5.3! 24.86 o.o 317 .. :?. N w 1c1 .c.:· c.::·J 4,..21 6.67 5 .. .i+4 5 .. ! 9 24.97 0 .o 27Q .. 3 ?.V .. · •. j (·,.iiO 3,.96 6 .. 95 5 .. 18 5 .. 07 25.06 o.o 2 5 :?- ,.t, .:.c. .. -:.:0 u.c:o 3 .. 53 i.24 4.95 .:..i;i 5 25.13 o.o 240.5 11 .. 2=) c .. .:.o 3.22 7.,!:.3 4 .. 71 4.S 3, 25 .. lQ o.o 2C:V .6 :.1 •. :;:.:) c ~;.:; 2.9 .. 7 .. Sl 4 .. 50 
"'· 71 2;; .. :;.;. 0.0 l .:!4 .t, 12 .. c::.: c .. 0:-1 r.. ?C s.10 ... • :~e 4.t;.0 2:: .2a c.o l5c.s l ~ ,..:,.r_, ~:.CO 2 .. •· .. 7 6.39 lt.,C7 4.48 25.31 o.c !~0.5 !i ·" J o .. co 2 .. 25 8 .. t,8 3.ea 4.37 25.34 0 .o l "'"·5 l~-~.; o.oc 2 .. os ?.'iB 3.t,Q 1., .. 26 25.37 o.o 13.S .2 ! :.-: .~;, c. ~ co l. 36 9 .. 29 3.52 4.16 25 .. J9 o.o l :.4 .o 1.:.. C:. ,.:.~00 1 .. 0.:: 9 .. e.l 3 .. 3.:. 4.05 25 .. 41 o. ,j 13.2.7 1.:. •""D ,:,.,c,~ 1.52 9.<:;;;\ 3.17 3.96 25.43, o.c 1 ~i. .. 7 14 .. i:,.:. c .. co 1 .. 3!; 10.21 3.03 3.37 25 .. 44 o.o 12F. .5 ! ~ ... :'.!.::. o.c:i 1 .. 24 !C .. bl 2.f!Fi 3. 7& 25,.46 o.a l l..Q.O !~ .tC 0.00 1. !.2 !0.,?5 2.73 :.,..oq :?5.1.,7 o.o lCb.O 
VOLUME INi"LO'it • o.6e AC:P,E-FT 
P!A.K INFLCW • ll .. 05 CFS 
PEAK OISCMARGE • 1.20 CFS 
.... 
"' TRAP e~~!CIENCY • et.48 • .0-
"" M N NS MS 
25 lb 25 e 200 
NSTO~M CCNSEO DE?OST FLO'it TRP FILT!:R FIX 
1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1 .. ;) 
~ASS vrscos OELTAT O[LPLG OENSiY SG 
so.o 0.01140 0.£0 0.40 1.20 2.10 
SIZE f M:1) O .. IJ025 o.coso 0.0060 0 .. 010\l c.orzo 0.0170 0.0200 0. l O 00:, 
: FINEit 10 .a 16 .. 0 zo.o za.o 32 .. 0 36.0 40.,Q ao .. o 
STAG~ OE?TH DESIGN A!tEA NEW AREA AVE~AGE DEPTH OISCHAl'.tGE DESI~~ CAPACITY !'-;fW CAPACITY 
(FT} (FT) (ACO..ES) I ACR!:SJ (Fi) fCFS) (AC~f-FT) ( ACP.E-FT) 
o .. i:,o o.oo o .. cz o.oo o.co o.co o .. cc o.co 
o.50 o.::io 0.06 Q .. 04 o .. oo o.oo 0 ... 02 c .. co 
1.co a.so 0.10 0.04 o. 50 0 .11 0.06 0 .07. 
1. !;0 1.00 0.15 0.09 0.73 0 .7.2 0 .12 a.as 
2 .co 1 .. so 0.20 a.is 1.02 0.37 0.21 O ·i 2 ..... 4 .. ~'<) 2.00 o .zs 0.20 l.4Q c.s 3 o.32 n .21 N 
3.i'.'10 2~50 0 .. 30 0 .. 21 l. 74 0.1?2 C,.L!'::, 0 .. 33 v, 
3. 50 ;,. 00 0 .. 35 o .. ;,2 2.01 l .. 35 ,:, .6:?: 0. ,.::i. 
4,.C!,J 3.50 0.40 0 .. 3 5 2 .42' 1.P.4 0. 8 l C.65 
4 .. 50 4.00 0.45 0.,.4 2.75 2 .. 39 l .D2 0 .85 
s.~o , ... 50 c .. sa Q,.t.9 3.07 2.QS l .. il, l .,(\!) 
5 .. s;::: s .. oo •J .. ~5 c.,~4 ).3~ !; .bO 1 .. si 1 .. 34 
6 .. :.'J s .. ~o O,.!:,Q (1,.59 ?- .. 7Z 4,.30 .... , .. I p'·2 
b .. 50 6.oo o .. ~4 (\ .t-2 1.. .. 0~ s.0a 2.1 7. ! • <t2 
7 .. ::·J 6.50 0.68 0.67 4.41 '5. 72' z.,4,; 7.,.7,; 
7. ~-:) 1.::0 O.iz (' .. 70 4.77 6.So .: .. :>:") ;.~'? 
8.: :' 7 .. !',) 0.75 C.74 5 .. :. 3 "7,.?0 : • ! 7 2.?5 
;:: • :,o ci.co O .. i? Q.,76 ~ .:JO ft•! 0 ? .. 5~ 3 .. :'2 
,:;.~-:. s .. ~o o .. ~3 o. "77 5., [\fj c;- .. oo 3 .'?6 ? .. 71 
-~ - ~ s- 9~0C- Cr" 8 ·., o.,e..:. 6 .. 26 10 .. 00 4-~<' 4.,: l 
: .. :~· •1 .. :.0 c.92 0.,92 ,':,.6! ! 0 .c:-o I, c t13 4,. ~-5 
v ... v lGoO•~ 0 ,.•">6. c.s6 t,,,03 12 .~c :: .. ::.o !;.~? 
1 .. 00 10 ... ;;c, 1 .oc ! • 00 7 .. '2? 20 .. 00 5. 7-? $ .. ~! 
: • 50 :. : .. co 1.c,3 1.03 7,.63 30.00 b.:30 b.07. 
2 .. cu ll.50 1 .. 01 1.01 7 .. 91i 34.00 6.82 6.5'-
T IY.!: 1:1FLOW OISCHA.RGE DETE-~'TION TIME :TAGE DEPTH SEOIH~NT INFLUENT EFF1.u;NT 
( HRS J i CFS l ic;:s J {HRS) (FT) (FT) l'ZI (:,.,{';/L) (~.G/L I o • .:..o l l .. 05 G.,37 0.19 1 .. 49 0 .5 1 o .. 79 25:?R.:.O .. l 25513 .. a 0 .SU 3 .. .'..Q O .. f15 0.56 2 .41 1.1 b 2 .. 52 137137 .<I 23!S4.3 1.20 2 .. 43 1.03 o.92 2 .. 63 1 .. 4 5 4 .1.. 7 735q:?,.,4 2l 213 .. l : .. ~.j l.,77 1.13 1 .. 27 2 .. 75 1.62 6.,:.s 5955'-.5 19:':>l .. 3 2 .. -.::·.:. 1.60 l .:!. 3 1 .. 02 2 .. so l. 7 3 e .. 4a 4'72E'?.,.9 !fS-C-.. .. 6 2 • .;, :, 1 .. 10 1.2 0 1.96 2 .. 82 1. 79 10 ,.41 38422.2 1709e,.,4 ;;: • .;o ,.; •-'"t l .. 18 2.31 z.so 1.8 3 12 • 22 2?191 .. l 171 ~s: .,Q 3. 20 0 ... 20 l .. 13 2.65 2 .. 74 1 .8/\ 13.f.9 13743.3 }f,1.,99. 7 3 .to c ... oJ 1 .. 03 2 .. 99 2 .. 63 1 .. 8 7 !.5.02 o.o 12G93 ,.3 4,,::,,::-: c .. c:i 0 .. 94 3.31 2.52 l .87 15 .. 71 o.o f20R .. J 4 .. ~,.:) o.oo 0 .. 8 5 3 .. 64 2 .. 41 1 .. 36 16 • 31 o.o 71'7?.3 4.,30 o.oo o .. 76 3 .. 95 2 .. ]0 1.34 16 .65 0.0 t..f,G-3 .,P. ..... 5 .. :o o.oo 0,.63 4.2 5 2 .20 l .3 2 16 .,G4 o.o ~711 .. 7 N :::. .,:,J o .. oo o. 62: .4 .56 Z .. 11 1. 79 17.15 o.o 3~'·! .. o °' ~ ...,::: :., o.oo o.s 5 4.96 2 .. 03 1 .. 7b 17.33 o.o 36.:.0.6 c. .. -...o 0 .. 00 0 .. 5!. 5 .18 1.94 1.73 17 .48 c.o 33~0 .1 6 ~~'..., o .. o-::i G. ,, 3 5.,49 1.136 1. 70 17 .62 o.o 31~2.0 : .. :_(: 0.0-:. 0 .46 s .. e 1 1 .. 75 }.67 17.74 o.o 2G34o-3 7 .. I.(; o .. co 0~43 b .. 13 l. 70 1.b4 17,P4 o.o 2"i7S.,l ,.- ~---' t .. ,JO 0.4 l ,~ • 44 1.62 1.60 l7c94 o.o : '." (';9. F. E .,;, 'J c~oo o.:;.9 6,,75 1.55 l .. 5 7 : 8. 01 c.o 2.::::..~ .. .:.. t.c.::".I C:.,.00 0.:::1 7.C7 1 .. (9 1 .. 5 3 l~- .01 o.o :, 9.::3 c.t-9 -,, c .. ,: .. J c.s,. ·r .. 3a 1 c.•L..l 1.50 18 .13 o.o l [' ;'L .2 9.,cJ 0 £l":0 Cn32 ?.70 l .?:4 j.,47 I~ .. l O o.o 1 r.c<:.- .. ~. 1.:, .. :::.:) O,CO 0 .::..:. s .. 02 1.2, 1.4 ~ l S .: 3 c.o 1760.2 lQ .:.e, c.co 0 .. 23 5.34 l ~:? 1 1.,.0 1 e .21 G .. 0 l !, Eo. ::-, 
lC' .. ':.O C'..;(:.0 (1.,27 c •. !,7 1 .. 15 1 ... 37 1 ?- • :~ l o.o l ~ 5 6 .,!.. !. : .. ~-o C'· ,.(·,} c .. 2 s 9.,CJ l .1 0 1. ;. t.. ! f. .. 35 c.o :526.C :. ;. • :.o C: .. 00 o.;:: 3 9.33 1.05 1-3 l l r. .. :. ~ o.o l ;.4~ • °/ :2 ~ ".,.) c.oJ 0 • .2 2 9 .. f,t,, 0 .. 99 1 .. ;., 3 1 f; ~'-0 o.o !.315.5 .!2.40 O .. ·:::i O .. ?J 10 .. 00 0.11 l .2 6 !B • 1.,7. o.o !!67.;: l::: • .:: ') \·-.GO 0. l El 10.33 0.84 1 .. ?;) l <'> .. 44 o.o l c' I.,.':; 13. .. 2..) 0 .. cu 0 .. 1 i 18 .. 1,:, C .. 77 l .. :?0 13 ·"6 c .. o 1007 • .l :3 .f.-0 u .. ~o O,,l 6 11. no 0.,71 l .. l tl 1 ~ .. ,,7 ci .. o 9 ~;; • .; !..:. be :i 0 .. '):-, o. 14 l ! .. '.',3 o. :_,5 ! .. !. 5 ! 13 .. 41:l o .. n 6 ~4 .. 2 ;..:. ~.:. ~ ,:, .. co 0 • !.3 l !. .. t:. 7 O.,f,0 1 .13 18 ... 49 o .. o n:, 1 • :. l<.. -~ ;:. 0.C·U o .. ~2 l?.O.? C .. ">5 1 .. ~ Q l G .. 50 o.o (; lC- • 6 :!..5 .. ?'.:" o .r . .:, 0. l l 17. 1,:. 1ln ~fi 1 .o 11 l fl. 51 c .. c t,r,-: .. 7 
~ 5 ,..,') o .. cc. C.,.'.)9 12 .. 71 'J •. ,, 7 1 .. 8 t,. 1 ~· .. 51 0.0 6f:(· .. 4 1.:. .. :.:., ~-0,j Q.,C S 1 ::. .. 07 (j " :~ <; l .. 03 1 S .. 52 o.o 67'=1 .. 3 
!..<; L-, J o.c::; O.C:6 13.,,3 c .. ;,,.:i 1 .. o l l f; .. 52 o.o 67(•., 7 !. :'.> .. sc ::, & :-.,:: 0 .. 05 13 .GO 0.24 o.?,;: :~.52 o.o 557 .. 3 17 ~::O u.,:. :: 0 .(;~ l·~. ':. 6 o.;,o o.~6 ! [l • 52 o.a ;388 .Qo :. 7 .. ,.,.:, - ,.. ., C.04 \i, .. ~.:;. 0 .. 17 0 •'"!lo l c' • 52 o.o 31;5 .I) V,;;..,-., 
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